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Chapter 1 Goals and Objectives of the SLA Truck Configuration
Library
1.1 Introduction
Historically, the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) State Legislative Affairs (SLA)
Section, TxDOT subject matter experts (SME) and the University of Texas – Center for
Transportation Research (CTR) and University of Texas – San Antonio (UTSA) researchers have
responded to complex questions from the legislature about impacts of proposed changes to truck
size and weight during the legislative session. Due to the fast-paced nature of legislative sessions,
often information is requested on short notice and timeframes that leave little time to conduct a
sufficiently detailed analysis in recognition of the importance and long term potential effects of
the legislature. For this reason, TxDOT SLA contracted with UT-CTR early in 2016 to develop
a Truck Configuration Library with pavement and bridge consumption costs that would provide
SLA and TxDOT SME with information to respond to legislative questions.
To provide information about trucking industry interests in changes to truck size and weight, SLA,
TxDOT SME, UT-CTR and UTSA conducted two workshops with trucking industry to gain
insights about the weights and configurations that were planned to be presented during the
upcoming FY 17 Legislative Session. Additional interviews with the Texas Department of Motor
Vehicles, Motor Carrier Division, Vehicle Titles and Registration Division, the Texas Department
of Public Safety and one-on-one discussions with trucking industry representatives provided
valuable insights.
The workshops, meetings with SLA and TxDOT SME and the Truck
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Configuration Library are the primary deliverables from this contract. The following sections
briefly explain goals and objectives, the organization and the outcomes of this study.

1.2 Study Framework
Figure 1.1 shows the relationship between the seven tasks that were performed under this study.
Task 1 and 5 consisted of Workshops with the trucking industry to obtain information about
changes to truck size and weight laws that would benefit different truck freight and economic
sectors. Summaries of the main ideas from each Workshop were documented to provide SLA,
TxDOT SME and the research team with information about truck types and configurations to
include in the Truck Configuration Library. Task 2 involved a discussion of the results of
Workshop I and a preliminary list of truck operation and configuration types for pavement and
consumption analysis in Tasks 3 and 4. A draft Truck Configuration Library was delivered to
SLA on June 30th for review and comment.
The draft Truck Configuration Library concept was presented during Workshop II along with
preliminary pavement and bridge consumption analysis results. Additional truck operational types
and configurations were identified from the Workshop and during meetings with Senator Robert
Nichols, members of his staff, TxDOT, TxDMV and members of the research team. Based on
meetings with Senator Nichols and later contacts with the trucking industry, the following truck
operational and configuration types were identified for potential further analysis:
1. 90,000 lb 6-axle livestock truck (not evaluated) Workshop II and follow up contacts with
the Texas Cattle Feeders Association
2. 90,000 lb 6-axle grain truck (not evaluated) Workshop II and follow up contacts with the
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
3. 95,000 lb or 97,000 lb milk tank trailer (not evaluated) Workshop II
4. Multiple configurations for a 97,000 lb heavy weight container truck considering designs
in operation at the Heavy Weight Container Corridor; Longbeach, California and on the I5 heavy container corridor in Tacoma, Washington State. Meetings with Senator Nichols
and members of his staff - Analyzed and included in the Truck Configuration Library
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Figure 1.1: Study framework showing major tasks and deliverables
The results of the Workshops, the pavement and bridge consumption analyses and preparation of
the Truck Configuration Library are discussed in more detail in the following Chapters.
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Chapter 2 Workshop I and Discussion Results
Workshop I was held from 9:30 to 11:00 AM on February 29, 2016 at the TxDOT Dewitt C. Greer
Building, Commission Meeting Room. Seventy-two representatives from trucking industry
associations, city and state agencies, TxDOT, TxDMV, TxDPS, the Houston Police Department,
and CTR/UTSA attended this workshop. A list of all Workshop I attendees can be found in
Appendix A.
The main purpose of this workshop was gathering information about the truck configurations and
weight limits of interest to the trucking industry. This information supplemented configurations
described in draft bills considered by the legislature during the previous session and provided the
initial set of draft configurations for further discussion with TxDOT.
The CTR/UTSA research team presented the study goals and objectives, data needs and
methodologies for bridge and pavement consumption analysis. The presentation slides are attached
as Appendix B. During the presentation, Dr. Mike Murphy presented examples of different
container chassis and container size combinations to illustrate the fact that there can be many
possible configurations. He also presented ready mix truck and milk tank truck configurations to
encourage comments from the audience. Dr. Jorge Prozzi explained the pavement consumption
analysis process which was of great interest to the group. In addition, Dr. Jose Weissmann
presented the bridge consumption analysis process and solicited questions from the audience
regarding the analysis approach.
After the presentations a discussion session was held with the audience. The purpose of this
discussion session was to facilitate open discussions with industry regarding truck configurations
and operational considerations that would affect load distribution and the ability of the driver to
adjust load among axles and axle groups. The audience was also invited to ask questions about
how this data would be used to develop the Truck Configuration Library.
The major discussion results of this workshop are:
•

•
•

Certain configurations of container trucks, milk tank trucks and ready mix trucks will be
included in the OS/OW truck configuration library. Oil Well Servicing vehicles were
excluded from the analysis though a bill had been introduced regarding a proposed new
permit in the previous legislative session. The researchers and TxDOT bridge engineers
had found that over 50% of bridges in the state would require load posting for many of the
Oil Well Service Rig configurations that were analyzed which was considered infeasible.
The research team invited the industry to provide input regarding additional types of trucks
or truck configurations for further consideration and possible inclusion in the Library.
The possible reduction in the number of trucks transporting a given amount of cargo, due
to a proposed increase of the weight limit increase, will not be considered in this analysis
due to the scope of this study and the complexity of the problem.
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•

TxDOT will use the Library and CTR/UTSA research team’s analysis results as reference
to provide information for the legislature to support decisions.

Detailed summary notes of the presentations and discussions held during this workshop are
attached as Appendix C. This workshop helped prepare the research team an unexpected series of
meetings with Senator Robert Nichols and members of his staff regarding the CTR/UTSA analysis
method and proposed heavy weight container configurations.
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Chapter 3 Development of the Truck Configuration Library
3.1 Overview of the Truck Configuration Library
An Excel-based Truck Configuration Library was developed to store and manage data and findings
regarding the selection of truck types and configurations, truck dimension and load distribution,
and pavement and bridge consumption rates. The Library consists of two types of information
sheets: 1) a summary sheet and 2) detailed information sheets for every selected truck
configurations, as shown in Figure 3.1.
The summary sheet provides an overview of truck dimension/weight and consumption analyses
for 51 configurations of container trucks, 5 configurations of Milk Tank Trucks, and 13
configurations of Ready Mix Trucks, including
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Truck Configuration ID
Truck Description
Truck Weight and Dimension
If comply with Bridge Formula B
Pavement and bridge consumption rates - Statewide
Container trucks
o Pavement and bridge consumption rates – Harris county
o Pavement and bridge consumption rates – High functional class routes in Harris
county
Ready Mix Trucks
o Pavement and bridge consumption rates – Top 20 Counties of Registered Ready
Mix Tucks

For each configuration, a hyperlink is provided to direct users to the detailed information sheet of
the configuration. Table 3.1 – 3.3 list configurations analyzed for the container trucks, milk tank
trucks, and ready mix trucks.
Base case
The team reviewed results and feedback from previous sessions and discussed with TxDOT subject
matter experts (SMEs) to determine the base case for each truck group. For Container Trucks,
configuration Container_0 is the base case and consists of an 80,000 lb 5-axle tractor semi-trailer
with 40' container, which is with legal axle weights and spacing and Federal Bridge Formula B
compliant. Consumption rates of the rest 50 container truck configurations were compared with
the total statewide consumption rate of the base case Container 0_1 and calculated as the cost ratio.
For Milk Tank Trucks, configuration MilkTank_1-1 is the base case and consists of a Bridge
Formula compliant 80,000 lb GVW 5‐axle tractor semi‐trailer. For Ready Mix Trucks,
6

configuration ReadyMix_1-1 is the base case and consists of a 54,000 lb 3-axle legal loaded ready
mix truck. Within both groups, comparisons to the total statewide consumption rate of each base
case were conducted.
Detailed Information Sheets documents pavement and bridge consumption rates. Bridge analysis
results include consumption rates of five highway systems at county level in both rural and urban
areas, and the percentage of bridges that is above 1.36 moment ratio or approximately operating
rating. Additionally, each sheet presents an example truck and drawings from Load Xpert with
detailed information on truck dimension and how load is distributed. The part also discusses
whether a configuration comply with Federal Bridge Formula B and highlights axle group(s) that
violate the Formula B if there is any.
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(a) Summary sheet
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(b) An example of detailed information sheets
Figure 3.1 Screen shot of the truck configuration library
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Table 3.1: Container Truck Pavement and Bridge Consumption Rates
Summary on Consumption Analysis
- Statewide

Summary on Consumption Analysis
- Harris County High Functional Class Routes
(IH, SH, US, SL,SS,BR)**

Summary on Consumption Analysis
- Harris County

Estimated
Revenue
Pavement Bridge
Total
Pavement
Bridge
Total
Pavement
Bridge
Total
$ / VMT
Consumpt Consumpti Consumpti Cost Consumpti Consumpti Consumpti Cost Consumpti Consumpti Consumpti Cost
ion Rate/ on Rate/
on Rate/ Ratio* on Rate/
on Rate/
on Rate/ Ratio* on Rate/
on Rate/
on Rate/ Ratio*
VMT
VMT
VMT
VMT
VMT
VMT
VMT
VMT
VMT

Truck
Configuration ID

Truck Description

Container_0

Base case 80,000 lb-40' Container-5-axle truck -48" tandem

$ 0.15

$ 0.030

$ 0.180

1.00

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Container_1-1

80,000 lb-20' Container-6-axle truck - 40'11''Chassis- 98'' tridem

$ 0.11

$ 0.052

$ 0.162

0.90

$ 0.11

$ 0.731

$ 0.841

4.67

$ 0.11

$ 0.983

$ 1.093

6.07

$0.04

Container_1-2

97,000 lb-20' Container-6-axle truck - 40'11''Chassis- 98'' tridem

$ 0.22

$ 0.105

$ 0.325

1.81

$ 0.22

$ 1.466

$ 1.686

9.37

$ 0.22

$ 1.968

$ 2.188

12.16

$0.05

Container_1-3

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-20' Container-- 6-axle truck 40'11''Chassis- 98'' tridem

$ 0.13

$ 0.060

$ 0.190

1.06

$ 0.13

$ 0.872

$ 1.002

5.57

$ 0.13

$ 1.173

$ 1.303

7.24

$0.04

Container_2-1

80,000 lb-20' Container-6-axle truck - 40'11''Chassis- 109'' tridem

$ 0.11

$ 0.052

$ 0.162

0.90

$ 0.11

$ 0.724

$ 0.834

4.63

$ 0.11

$ 0.973

$ 1.083

6.02

$0.04

Container_2-2

97,000 lb-20' Container-6-axle truck - 40'11''Chassis- 109'' tridem

$ 0.22

$ 0.105

$ 0.325

1.81

$ 0.22

$ 1.465

$ 1.685

9.36

$ 0.22

$ 1.967

$ 2.187

12.15

$0.05

Container_2-3

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-20' Container- 6-axle truck 40'11''Chassis- 109'' tridem

$ 0.13

$ 0.063

$ 0.193

1.07

$ 0.13

$ 0.915

$ 1.045

5.81

$ 0.13

$ 1.230

$ 1.360

7.56

$0.04

Container_3-1

80,000 lb-20' Container-6-axle truck - 40'11''Chassis- 122'' tridem

$ 0.11

$ 0.051

$ 0.161

0.89

$ 0.11

$ 0.746

$ 0.856

4.75

$ 0.11

$ 1.003

$ 1.113

6.18

$0.04

Container_3-2

97,000 lb-20' Container-6-axle truck - 40'11''Chassis- 122'' tridem

$ 0.22

$ 0.101

$ 0.321

1.78

$ 0.22

$ 1.490

$ 1.710

9.50

$ 0.22

$ 2.000

$ 2.220

12.34

$0.05

Container_3-3

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-20' Container- 6-axle truck 40'11''Chassis- 122'' tridem

$ 0.13

$ 0.059

$ 0.189

1.05

$ 0.13

$ 0.880

$ 1.010

5.61

$ 0.13

$ 1.183

$ 1.313

7.30

$0.04

Container_4-1

97,000 lb-20' Container-6-axle truck - 53' Chassis- 122'' tridem

$ 0.22

$ 0.082

$ 0.302

1.68

$ 0.22

$ 1.123

$ 1.343

7.46

$ 0.22

$ 1.515

$ 1.735

9.64

$0.05

Container_4-2

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-20' Container- 6-axle truck 53'Chassis- 122'' tridem

$ 0.16

$ 0.058

$ 0.218

1.21

$ 0.16

$ 0.817

$ 0.977

5.43

$ 0.16

$ 1.104

$ 1.264

7.02

$0.04

Container_5-1

80,000 lb-40' Container-6-axle truck - 40' Chassis- 98'' tridem

$ 0.11

$ 0.052

$ 0.162

0.90

$ 0.11

$ 0.759

$ 0.869

4.83

$ 0.11

$ 1.021

$ 1.131

6.28

$0.04

Container_5-2

97,000 lb-40' Container-6-axle truck - 40' Chassis- 98'' tridem

$ 0.21

$ 0.102

$ 0.312

1.73

$ 0.21

$ 1.475

$ 1.685

9.36

$ 0.21

$ 1.980

$ 2.190

12.17

$0.05

Container_5-3

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-40' Container- 6-axle truck - 40'
Chassis- 98'' tridem

$ 0.13

$ 0.061

$ 0.191

1.06

$ 0.13

$ 0.878

$ 1.008

5.60

$ 0.13

$ 1.180

$ 1.310

7.28

$0.04

Container_6-1

80,000 lb-40' Container-6-axle truck - 40' Chassis- 109'' tridem

$ 0.11

$ 0.052

$ 0.162

0.90

$ 0.11

$ 0.759

$ 0.869

4.83

$ 0.11

$ 1.021

$ 1.131

6.28

$0.04

Container_6-2

97,000 lb-40' Container-6-axle truck - 40' Chassis- 109'' tridem

$ 0.21

$ 0.102

$ 0.312

1.73

$ 0.21

$ 1.475

$ 1.685

9.36

$ 0.21

$ 1.980

$ 2.190

12.17

$0.05

Container_6-3

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-40' Container- 6-axle truck - 40'
Chassis- 109'' tridem

$ 0.13

$ 0.062

$ 0.192

1.07

$ 0.13

$ 0.896

$ 1.026

5.70

$ 0.13

$ 1.204

$ 1.334

7.41

$0.04

Container_7-1

80,000 lb-40' Container-6-axle truck - 40' Chassis- 122'' tridem

$ 0.11

$ 0.050

$ 0.160

0.89

$ 0.11

$ 0.755

$ 0.865

4.80

$ 0.11

$ 1.015

$ 1.125

6.25

$0.04

Container_7-2

97,000 lb-40' Container-6-axle truck - 40' Chassis- 122'' tridem

$ 0.21

$ 0.099

$ 0.309

1.72

$ 0.21

$ 1.486

$ 1.696

9.42

$ 0.21

$ 1.996

$ 2.206

12.26

$0.05

Container_7-3

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-40' Container- 6-axle truck - 40'
Chassis- 122'' tridem

$ 0.12

$ 0.061

$ 0.181

1.01

$ 0.12

$ 0.911

$ 1.031

5.73

$ 0.12

$ 1.224

$ 1.344

7.47

$0.04

Container_8-1

97,000 lb-40' Container-6-axle truck - 53' Chassis- 98'' tridem

$ 0.21

$ 0.083

$ 0.293

1.63

$ 0.21

$ 1.091

$ 1.301

7.23

$ 0.21

$ 1.472

$ 1.682

9.35

$0.04

Container_8-2

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-40' Container- 6-axle truck - 53'
Chassis- 98'' tridem

$ 0.15

$ 0.057

$ 0.207

1.15

$ 0.15

$ 0.771

$ 0.921

5.12

$ 0.15

$ 1.042

$ 1.192

6.62

$0.04
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$0.04

Container_9-1

97,000 lb-40' Container-6-axle truck - 53' Chassis- 109'' tridem

$ 0.21

$ 0.083

$ 0.293

1.63

$ 0.21

$ 1.091

$ 1.301

7.23

$ 0.21

$ 1.472

$ 1.682

9.35

$0.05

Container_9-2

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-40' Container- 6-axle truck - 53'
Chassis- 109'' tridem

$ 0.15

$ 0.059

$ 0.209

1.16

$ 0.15

$ 0.794

$ 0.944

5.25

$ 0.15

$ 1.073

$ 1.223

6.79

$0.04

97,000 lb-40' Container-6-axle truck - 53' Chassis- 122'' tridem

$ 0.21

$ 0.078

$ 0.288

1.60

$ 0.21

$ 1.092

$ 1.302

7.23

$ 0.21

$ 1.474

$ 1.684

9.35

$0.05

$ 0.16

$ 0.058

$ 0.218

1.21

$ 0.16

$ 0.815

$ 0.975

5.42

$ 0.16

$ 1.101

$ 1.261

7.00

$0.04

$ 0.18

$ 0.074

$ 0.254

1.41

$ 0.18

$ 1.121

$ 1.301

7.23

$ 0.18

$ 1.507

$ 1.687

9.37

$0.05

$ 0.16

$ 0.072

$ 0.232

1.29

$ 0.16

$ 1.089

$ 1.249

6.94

$ 0.16

$ 1.465

$ 1.625

9.03

$0.05

$ 0.16

$ 0.071

$ 0.231

1.28

$ 0.16

$ 1.124

$ 1.284

7.13

$ 0.16

$ 1.517

$ 1.677

9.32

$0.05

$ 0.15

$ 0.070

$ 0.220

1.22

$ 0.15

$ 1.114

$ 1.264

7.02

$ 0.15

$ 0.983

$ 1.133

6.29

$0.05

Container_10-1
Container_10-2
Container_11-1
Container_11-2
Container_12-1
Container_12-2

Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-40' Container- 6-axle truck - 53'
Chassis- 122'' tridem
97,000 lb-40' Container-7-axle truck - 53' Chassis- 122'' tridem-liftable 6250
lbs
Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-40' Container-7-axle truck - 53'
Chassis- 122'' tridem-liftable 6250 lbs
97,000 lb-40' Container-7-axle truck - 53' Chassis- 122'' tridem-liftable
11000 lbs
Maximum GVW under Bridge Formula-40' Container-7-axle truck - 53'
Chassis- 122'' tridem-liftable 11000 lbs

Container_21-1

80000lb-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.11

$ 0.043

$ 0.156

0.87

$ 0.11

$ 0.340

$ 0.453

2.52

$ 0.11

$ 0.350

$ 0.463

2.57

$0.04

Container_21-2

90000lb-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.17

$ 0.068

$ 0.237

1.32

$ 0.17

$ 0.521

$ 0.690

3.83

$ 0.17

$ 0.535

$ 0.704

3.91

$0.04

Container_21-3

97000lb-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.23

$ 0.086

$ 0.312

1.73

$ 0.23

$ 0.684

$ 0.909

5.05

$ 0.23

$ 0.702

$ 0.928

5.15

$0.05

Container_21-4

102000lb-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.28

$ 0.105

$ 0.382

2.12

$ 0.28

$ 0.821

$ 1.097

6.10

$ 0.28

$ 0.842

$ 1.119

6.22

$0.05

Container_21-5

Max payload-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.17

$ 0.059

$ 0.225

1.25

$ 0.17

$ 0.489

$ 0.655

3.64

$ 0.17

$ 0.503

$ 0.669

3.72

$0.04

Container_22-1

80000lb-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.09

$ 0.040

$ 0.129

0.72

$ 0.09

$ 0.320

$ 0.409

2.27

$ 0.09

$ 0.330

$ 0.419

2.33

$0.04

Container_22-2

90000lb-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.13

$ 0.064

$ 0.197

1.09

$ 0.13

$ 0.494

$ 0.627

3.48

$ 0.13

$ 0.508

$ 0.641

3.56

$0.04

Container_22-3

97000lb-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.18

$ 0.081

$ 0.257

1.43

$ 0.18

$ 0.651

$ 0.827

4.59

$ 0.18

$ 0.669

$ 0.845

4.69

$0.05

Container_22-4

102000lb-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.22

$ 0.098

$ 0.314

1.74

$ 0.22

$ 0.767

$ 0.982

5.45

$ 0.22

$ 0.788

$ 1.003

5.57

$0.05

Container_22-5

Max payload-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-53' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.15

$ 0.075

$ 0.222

1.24

$ 0.15

$ 0.649

$ 0.796

4.42

$ 0.15

$ 0.668

$ 0.815

4.53

$0.05

Container_23-1

80000lb-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.11

$ 0.041

$ 0.152

0.84

$ 0.11

$ 0.354

$ 0.465

2.58

$ 0.11

$ 0.364

$ 0.475

2.64

$0.04

Container_23-2

90000lb-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.17

$ 0.062

$ 0.230

1.28

$ 0.17

$ 0.516

$ 0.683

3.80

$ 0.17

$ 0.530

$ 0.698

3.88

$0.04

Container_23-3

97000lb-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.22

$ 0.083

$ 0.307

1.71

$ 0.22

$ 0.669

$ 0.894

4.96

$ 0.22

$ 0.688

$ 0.912

5.07

$0.05

Container_23-4

102000lb-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.28

$ 0.095

$ 0.370

2.06

$ 0.28

$ 0.801

$ 1.077

5.98

$ 0.28

$ 0.823

$ 1.098

6.10

$0.05

Container_23-5

Max payload-40' Container-MACK 6X4 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.17

$ 0.062

$ 0.231

1.28

$ 0.17

$ 0.519

$ 0.688

3.82

$ 0.17

$ 0.534

$ 0.703

3.90

$0.04

Container_24-1

80000lb-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.08

$ 0.038

$ 0.122

0.68

$ 0.08

$ 0.338

$ 0.421

2.34

$ 0.08

$ 0.347

$ 0.430

2.39

$0.04

Container_24-2

90000lb-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.12

$ 0.060

$ 0.180

1.00

$ 0.12

$ 0.504

$ 0.625

3.47

$ 0.12

$ 0.519

$ 0.639

3.55

$0.04

Container_24-3

97000lb-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.16

$ 0.079

$ 0.236

1.31

$ 0.16

$ 0.652

$ 0.809

4.50

$ 0.16

$ 0.670

$ 0.827

4.60

$0.05

Container_24-4

102000lb-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.19

$ 0.090

$ 0.280

1.56

$ 0.19

$ 0.775

$ 0.965

5.36

$ 0.19

$ 0.796

$ 0.986

5.48

$0.05

Container_24-5

Max payload-40' Container-MACK 8X6 tractor-51' DBN X11 tridem chassis

$ 0.14

$ 0.077

$ 0.219

1.21

$ 0.14

$ 0.677

$ 0.818

4.55

$ 0.14

$ 0.695

$ 0.837

4.65

$0.05

* Compared with the total statewide consumption rate for Container_0.
**IH=Interstate, SH=State Highway, US=US Highway, SL=State Loop, SS=State Spur, BR= Business Route.
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Table 3.2: Milk Tank Truck Pavement and Bridge Consumption Rates
Summary on Consumption Analysis
Truck
Configuration ID

MilkTank_1-1
MilkTank_1-2
MilkTank_2-1

Truck Description

Pavment
Consumption
Rate/ VMT

Bridge
Consumption
Rate/ VMT

Total
Consumption
Rate/ VMT

Cost
Ratio**

Estimated
Revenue
$ / VMT

5-axle tractor with 6,300 gallon tank trailer - 80,000 lbs GVW

$ 0.17

$ 0.043

$ 0.213

1.00

$ 0.05

$ 0.22

$ 0.052

$ 0.272

1.28

$ 0.05

$ 0.28

$ 0.065

$ 0.345

1.62

$ 0.05

5-axle tractor with 6,500 gallon tank trailer - 84,000 lbs GVW - agricultural
exemption (12% tolerance on one tandem)
5-axle tractor with 7,000 gallon tandem axle truck tractor tandem axle tank
trailer - 90,000 lbs GVW

MilkTank_2-2

6-axle tractor with 7,000 gallon tridem axle tank trailer - 90,000 lbs GVW

$ 0.16

$ 0.061

$ 0.221

1.03

$ 0.05

MilkTank_2-3

6-axle tractor with 7,000 gallon trailer tridem axle tractor - 90,000 lbs GVW

$ 0.14

$ 0.068

$ 0.208

0.98

$ 0.05

* An effort has been made to meet legal axle or GVW limits - however, small tolerances were accepted within the weight tolerance allowed based on DPS
roadside weighing procedures and agriculture axle weight tolerances.
** Compared with the total consumption rate for MilkTank_1-1.
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Table 3.3: Ready Mix Truck Pavement and Bridge Consumption Rates
Summary on Consumption Analysis
- Statewide
Truck
Configuration ID

ReadyMix_1-1
ReadyMix_1-2
ReadyMix_1-3
ReadyMix_2-1

Truck Description

3-axle ready mix truck - 54,000 lb maximum GVW legal load limits
3-axle Ready Mix Truck - state exemption of 69,000 lb GVW 23,000 lb
steer, 46,000 lb tandem max
3-axle Ready Mix Truck - Ready Mix Truck Permit 69,000 lb GVW
exemption - (but up to 25,300 lb steer, 50,600 lb tandem)
SU-4 4-axle ready mix truck with 1 booster axle - 69,000 lbs state
exemption

Pavement
Bridge
Total
Consumpti Consumpti Consumpti
on Rate/
on Rate/
on Rate/
VMT
VMT
VMT

Summary on Consumption Analysis
- Top 20 Counties of Registered Ready Mix
Tucks ***

Estimate
d
Revenue
$ / VMT

Pavement
Bridge
Total
Cost
Cost
Consumpt Consumpti Consumpti
Ratio*
Ratio** ion Rate/ on Rate/
on Rate/
*
VMT
VMT
VMT

$ 0.10

$ 0.021

$ 0.121

1.00

$ 0.10

$ 0.121

$ 0.221

1.83

$ 0.07

$ 0.29

$ 0.057

$ 0.347

2.86

$ 0.29

$ 0.341

$ 0.631

5.21

$ 0.08

$ 0.47

$ 0.085

$ 0.555

4.58

$ 0.47

$ 0.486

$ 0.956

7.89

$ 0.08

$ 0.20

$ 0.046

$ 0.246

2.03

$ 0.20

$ 0.323

$ 0.523

4.32

$ 0.08

ReadyMix_2-2

SU-4 4-axle ready mix truck with 1 pusher axle - 69,000 lbs state exemption

$ 0.28

$ 0.081

$ 0.361

2.98

$ 0.28

$ 0.470

$ 0.750

6.19

$ 0.08

ReadyMix_2-3

SU-4 4-axle ready mix truck with 1 pusher axle - 70,100 lbs

$ 0.31

$ 0.087

$ 0.397

3.28

$ 0.31

$ 0.501

$ 0.811

6.69

$ 0.09

SU-4 4-axle ready mix truck with 1 booster axle - 70,100 lbs

$ 0.23

$ 0.052

$ 0.282

2.33

$ 0.23

$ 0.371

$ 0.601

4.96

$ 0.09

$ 0.17

$ 0.048

$ 0.218

1.80

$ 0.17

$ 0.332

$ 0.502

4.14

$ 0.09

$ 0.15

$ 0.051

$ 0.201

1.66

$ 0.15

$ 0.354

$ 0.504

4.16

$ 0.09

$ 0.13

$ 0.058

$ 0.188

1.55

$ 0.13

$ 0.399

$ 0.529

4.37

$ 0.09

$ 0.13

$ 0.065

$ 0.195

1.61

$ 0.13

$ 0.485

$ 0.615

5.08

$ 0.09

$ 0.11

$ 0.047

$ 0.157

1.29

$ 0.11

$ 0.329

$ 0.439

3.63

$ 0.09

$ 0.12

$ 0.066

$ 0.186

1.53

$ 0.12

$ 0.523

$ 0.643

5.30

$ 0.09

ReadyMix_2-4
ReadyMix_3-2
ReadyMix_3-3
ReadyMix_4-2
ReadyMix_4-3
ReadyMix_5-2
ReadyMix_5-4

SU-5 5-axle ready mix truck with 1 pusher axle and 1 booster axle - 69,000
lbs state exemption
SU-5 5-axle ready mix truck with 1 pusher axle and 1 booster axle - 70,500
lbs
SU-6 6-axle ready mix truck with 2 pusher axles and 1 booster axle - 69,000
lbs state exemption
SU-6 6-axle ready mix truck with 2 pusher axles and 1 booster axle - 75,500
lbs
SU-7 7-axle ready mix truck with 2 pusher axle2 and 1 booster axle - 69,000
lbs state exemption
SU-7 7-axle ready mix truck with 3 pusher axles and 1 booster axle - 80,000
lbs

* An effort has been made to meet legal axle or GVW limits - however, small tolerances were accepted within the weight tolerance allowed based on DPS
roadside weighing procedures and agriculture axle weight tolerances.
** Compared with the total consumption rate for ReadyMix_1-1.
*** Top 20 counties of registered Ready Mix trucks are Dallas, Harris, Bexar, Tarrant, Collin, Comal, Travis, Fort Bend, Liberty, Mclennan, Montgomery, Brown,
El Paso, Denton, Hidalgo, Williamson, Lubbock, Potter, Ector, and Hays. The consumption rates are calculated as the weighted average based on vehicle miles
traveled (VMT).
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3.2 Load Xpert Analysis of the Preliminary Set of Truck Configurations
Load Xpert is a truck modeling and load analysis calculation software that allows users to create
diagrams and visually configure most types of trucks. Users can visually create truck models, upon
which different types of loads can be placed, to analyze the load distribution and center of gravity
of the loaded truck. The software also allows for easy modifications to truck load placement. With
a click of a button, loads can be added or removed, and the software displays changes in axle loads
instantly. Users are allowed to adjust not only loads, but the truck dimensions as well. The fifth
wheel, axle groups and accessories on the truck can all be changed, depending on the real life truck
being modeled. All of this data can be stored in configuration files which can be shared for
collaboration. The software itself allows for the storage of size and weight information of tractors,
trailers, accessories, payloads, axle groups, etc. in a database.
Truck configuration and load combinations can also be compared with the Federal Bridge Formula
to make instant assessments of compliance. If the configuration is non-compliant, the software
mentions which axle group is causing non-compliance, and by how much weight. Furthermore,
the output of the Load Xpert analysis – the axle load distributions for the vehicle – can easily be
transferred to pavement and bridge consumption analyses.
How it was used in the analysis?
In preparation of the truck configuration library, the team used Load Xpert to analyze a group of:
•
•

Observed truck configurations and load combinations
Hypothetical truck configurations and load combinations of possible cases in the coming
legislative session based on discussions with TxDOT SME and industry

Observed truck configurations: a variety of current available truck configurations were analyzed
for better understanding on how truck weights are currently distributed over axle groups, and
assumptions or limitations when changes are made.
Hypothetical truck configurations: Inputs for possible legislation changes were taken from past
legislative sessions and conversations with TxDOT SME and trucking industry representatives.
Then, specific possible future configurations were modelled with the software and load distribution
were calculated. The analysis also tested whether or which axle group(s) challenge the current
weight limit or violate the Federal Bridge Formula B.
To begin the modelling of a truck configuration in Load Xpert, pre-existing templates for truck
configurations can be selected, or new configurations can be created from scratch. Key inputs
include:
•
•

Type of axle (single, tandem, triple, liftable, etc.)
Number of axles
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Axle group spacing
Spacing between Axles and axle groups
Tare weight of axles
Positioning of axles
Cab Type
Positioning of fifth wheel and trailer kingpin
Payload type (point, distributed (liquid, etc.))
Positioning of load
Type of tractor and trailer or straight truck (conventional, cab over etc.)

With all these inputs, an axle load distribution is created and shown. The result gives detailed
information on:
•
•
•
•

Weight on each axle group (tare + payload)
Total weight on vehicle
Top + Side view of vehicle with spacing dimensions
Federal Bridge Formula compliance

Example Analysis
For the example of a Ready Mix Truck with a booster axle, once the data inputs for axle spacing,
ready mix weight, etc. are put into the software, the model results are as follows:

Figure 3.2: Dimension View of an example ready mix truck
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The results show, for example, that the final total axle spacing after adjustments were made to
attempt compliance is 433” from the front axle to the rear liftable axle. The spacings are shown in
the diagram of the truck configuration, while the table below shows the axle weight distributions.
For example, the total weight on the steer axle is approximately 21,960 lbs, of which payload
weight is approximately 12,760 lbs.
The second portion of results are those which assess the configuration based on compliance with
the Federal Bridge Formula.

Figure 3.3: U.S. Bridge Formula check of an example ready mix truck
The results show axle numbers, how much weight the axles are allowed under the limits set by the
Federal Bridge Formula, and how much weight the axles experience in the configuration that is
being modelled. In each instance of a violation, the table shows a black left-pointing triangle. In
this example, the model is non-compliant with the bridge formula in five separate occasions: the
steer axle, the group of axles formed by axles 1 and 2, and so on.
This information is then provided to the pavement and bridge consumption analysis team and helps
ensure that truck axle weights are consistent with the truck type and axle spacings. This is
considered more consistent that simply assuming an axle weight distribution based on maximum
legal axle weights.
More detailed results of the Load Xpert Analysis are discussed in Appendices D - F.
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Chapter 4 Pavement Consumption Analysis
4.1 Background
During the Rider 36 study (Prozzi et al 2012), CTR evaluated Oversize/Overweight (OS/OW) load
permits issued by the Motor Carrier Division (MCD) of the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV).
A pavement consumption analysis methodology was developed during Rider 36 considering that
these loads might exceed either the Texas legal axle load limits or total gross vehicle weight
(GVW). The Rider 36 pavement consumption methodology was used as a basis to evaluate heavy
truck pavement consumption rates.This report presents a methodology for establishing
equivalencies between OW loads based on the concept of “equivalent consumption” to the
pavement structure using mechanistic-empirical pavement analysis procedures. In the proposed
methodology, each pavement section is evaluated using three different distress criteria: (1) surface
deformation or rutting, (2) load-associated fatigue cracking, and (3) riding quality in terms of
roughness (International Roughness Index, IRI). The methodology proposed here represents a
significant enhancement over previous procedures in the sense that it allows the analyst to adopt a
modular approach towards calculation of the overall load equivalency for any given truck
configuration because the overall pavement consumption due to a combination of different axles
is equivalent to the sum of the consumption caused by each individual axle. The primary objectives
of the pavement analysis are:
•

•

Determination of the “equivalent consumption factor” (ECF) for different axle loads and
axle configurations with respect to three different failure mechanisms: rutting, fatigue
cracking, and roughness.
Generalization of the results of the analyses using appropriate statistical techniques.

Equivalent Consumption Factor (ECF)
The fundamental principle behind the proposed methodology involves the assumption of
equivalency between different axle loads and configurations that result in the same level of
pavement distress, pavement performance or pavement consumption. In establishing such
equivalency, a standard 18-kip single axle was used as the reference. Recent studies have also
shown that the equivalency factors for different axle loads and configurations are partially
governed by the bearing capacity of the pavement structure and the environmental conditions
(Prozzi and De Beer 1997; Prozzi et all, 2007). It is, therefore, it is essential to determine ECFs for
different axle loads over a spectrum of pavement structures.
In Texas, pavements are designed to reach a terminal distress condition under the given traffic and
environmental conditions at the end of its design period, which is 20 years. However, due to
inherent differences in the failure mechanisms, it is impossible to reach each of the three terminal
distress values simultaneously at the end of the design period. Therefore, it becomes necessary to
determine the required traffic volume that would result in the associated terminal distress under
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each of the failure criteria. Thus, the calculated traffic volume will depend on the distress
mechanism being considered. Once the design traffic volumes are determined, the next step
involves analyzing each of the pavement structures for a range of different axle loads and
configurations and to determine the time (or traffic) to reach each of the aforementioned failure
criteria. The Equivalent Consumption Factor (ECF) in this study is calculated as follows:

Where

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

𝑇𝑇18
𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿

(4. 1)

T18: time to failure under “N” repetitions of a standard 18 kip axle; and
TL: time to failure under “N” repetitions of any given axle load “L”
Therefore, the ECF represents the relative pavement life for any given pavement structure under
given environmental conditions under the 18-kip single standard axle over the life of the same
pavement under the same conditions under any given load and configuration. It is important to
note that in this process, one would develop separate ECFs based on each of the distress criteria
above-mentioned. From a practical standpoint, a given axle configuration loaded to “L” kips
should have a single ECF. For these reason, it is important to establish a weighting mechanism to
be applied to the individual ECFs (i.e. rutting, cracking and roughness) for establishing the
combined and unique ECF for the particular axle load and configuration. The weighting
mechanism should be devised such that it takes into account fundamental engineering principles.
For example, it is known that rutting is more critical in warm climatic regions while cracking is
the dominant distress mechanism in colder climatic regions.
Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Analysis
For the mechanistic analysis, it was decided to use the newly developed AASHTOWare ME
Pavement Design for analysis and computation of pavement distresses resulting from the imposed
traffic (ARA, 2008). The AASHTOWare uses the same mechanistic-empirical concepts as its
predecessor, the Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design Guide (MEPDG) developed under the
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP). The methodology has been
approved by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
and supported by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).
In mechanistic-empirical pavement analysis, the fundamental pavement responses under repeated
traffic loadings are calculated using a multi-layer linear elastic approach. This approach assumes
that a flexible pavement is a multi-layered structure and that each of the layers exhibit a linearly
elastic response to traffic loads. Although this is not the case, the linearity assumption is reasonable
at the low strain levels typical of highway traffic. The method computes the stresses and strains
that are induced in the pavement layers due to traffic loadings. These critical pavement responses
are then related to field distresses using empirical relationships, which are calibrated based on field
observations.
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Experimental Design
The ECF for any given axle load and configuration is expected to be a function of the structural
capacity of the highway facility (Prozzi et al, 2007; Kinder, 1988). Besides, environmental
conditions determine several site features including the climatic profile and type of subgrade
support which in turn have a bearing on the pavement response and performance that is typically
built in a given region. For these reasons, it is important to design an experiment that encompasses
different pavement structures, traffic levels and climatic regions.
Permitted load configurations do not necessarily conform to typical legal limits that are placed on
highway vehicles. Due to the nature of the payload, these vehicles can have atypical axle
configuration as well as axle loads. This aspect led the study team to simulate a wide range of axle
loads with different configuration such that the full axle spectra for OW loads can be characterized.
Contact stress (assumed to be equal to the tire inflation pressure) was restricted to 120 psi for all
possible combinations of axle loads and configurations.

4.2 Analysis Results
Determination of ECF for Rutting
It is possible to establish an approximated linear relationship between the ECF and the
normalized axle load on a log-log scale. As an example, Figure 4.1 shows that there is a strong
linear relationship between these two variables.

Figure 4.1: EDFs based on Rutting Criterion
The slope of the line differs slightly for all pavement sections and this indicates that the ECF for
any given axle load and configurations is influenced by the pavement material properties,
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structural capacity of the highway and the environmental conditions. For the case of tandem and
tridem axles, the study team introduced the group equivalency factor (GEF) in establishing the
ECF. The following generalized expression was used to estimate the ECF for any given axle load
and configuration while using the rutting failure criteria:

𝑇𝑇18

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) = 𝛼𝛼 × 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �

Where
α
β

=
=

𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿

� = 𝛼𝛼 × 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �

𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿

𝛽𝛽×𝑊𝑊18

�

(4.2)

Axle Load Factor (ALF)
Group Equivalency Factor (GEF)

It was established that the axle load factor (ALF) is quite consistent for a given pavement
structure and hardly changes for the different axle groups. Based on the literature, ALFs are
expected to be a function of the structural capacity of the pavement structures. This would imply
that the ALF should exhibit high correlation with the structural number, as the GEF is optimized,
such that it gives the best linear predictor between the ECF and the normalized load in a log-log
scale for all pavement sections included in this study.
Figure represents the correlation between Axle Load Factors and pavement structural capacity
as represented by its structural number (SN). It is between axles.
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(a) Single

(b) Tandem

(c) Tridem
Figure 4.2: Relation between ALF and SN based on Rutting
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Determination of ECF for Fatigue Cracking
The calculation of ECF for fatigue cracking was undertaken using the same approach as for
rutting. As an example, Figure shows the relationship between the normalized loads and the
ECF on a log-log scale.

(a) Single Axles

(a) Single Axles

(a) Single Axles
Figure 4.3: ECFs based on Fatigue Criterion
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Once again, it was observed that the calculated ALF follow a similar pattern for different axle
configurations for different pavement sections. It is important to note that the rutting and fatigue
cracking transfer functions, which are used in the mechanistic analysis, have similar specification
forms which explains why the relationship between these two variables has similar characteristics.
However, it was noticed that the ALF values when computed using the fatigue cracking failure
criterion are numerically higher than those calculated using the rutting criterion.
While for the rutting failure mechanism, a noticeable relationship between ALF and SN was
observed across different axle configurations, the situation was not the same in the case of the
fatigue cracking. Due to the lack of a significant correlation in this case, the study team decided to
compute an average for each of the axle configurations included in this study.
It is interesting to note that there is a noticeable trend in the mean of the ALFs for the different
axle groups. In general, the ALF decreases with increasing number of axles per axle group.
Determination of ECF for Roughness
The determination of the ECF based on roughness was approached differently than that for rutting
or fatigue cracking. The initial estimates for the ECF were calculated using Equation 4.1 where
the time to failure for a given axle load and configuration were normalized using the time it took
for the pavement to fail under the standard 18-kip single axle. Riding quality deteriorates and
roughness increases as a result of the increase of one or more of the primary distresses including
rutting, shoving, fatigue or thermal cracking. AASHTOWare uses a transfer function that relates
predicted roughness values with other forms of distresses using a linear model. Consequently, the
EDFs calculated did not follow a power relationship. After careful investigation of the trends in
the data, it was realized that the relationship between the normalized load and the EDF can be
approximated by an exponential relationship. Figure presents the ECFs calculated for single,
tandem, tridem and quad axles for two different sections based on the roughness analysis.
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(a) Section 1, single axle

(b) Section 1, tandem axle

(c) Section 1, tridem axle
Figure 4.4: EDFs based on Roughness Criterion
Following is the relationship that was used to relate the EDFs calculated using the roughness
failure criteria with the normalized load:
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ln(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 × �

𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺×𝑊𝑊18

− 1�

(4.3)

While in the case of rutting and fatigue cracking, it was seen that there is a strong linear relationship
between the GEFs and the number of axles in the axle group, the same was not the case for those
calculated using the roughness criteria. In fact, it was noticed that a power law can relate the GEF
to the number of axles in the group (see Figure ).

Figure 4.5: Relationship between GEF and Number of Axles
When evaluating the correlation between ALFs with the bearing capacity of the highways in
terms of SN, no systematic trends were found. For this reason, an ALF with ρ = 0.7 is proposed
for single axles and with ρ = 0.9 for the other axle groups. The final relationship for
determination of EDF using the roughness is as given below:
ln(𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸) = 𝜌𝜌 × �

𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺×𝑊𝑊18
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Chapter 5 Bridge Consumption Analysis
5.1 Analysis Objective and Results Description
The objective of this analysis is to provide an estimate of the bridge consumption costs for
designated truck configurations, by county, urban/rural area, and highway classification. One of
the configurations is the standard 18-wheeler (interstate semi-trailer at 80K gross vehicle weight),
which provides a baseline case for incremental cost calculations. The estimated costs are per oneway trip and per mile.
Urban/rural information comes from RHiNo 2013, data item “functional system.” The highway
classifications had to be grouped in similar classes, in order to ensure a representative number of
bridges in each county, urban/rural area, and highway class. Table 5.1 shows the aggregated
classifications used in this analysis.
Table 5.1: Highway Classes Used in the Bridge Analysis
Comprises

Bridge Analysis
Route Designations

Description

RHiNo 2013 Route
Designations

FM/RM/PR

FM-RM-RR-PR-Rec. Roads and their spurs

FM, FS, PR, RE, RM, RR,
RS

IH

IH main lanes and frontage road segments with bridges

IH

SH

State highways

SH

SL/SS/BR/OSA

State loops, State spurs, their business roads, and all onsystem arterials

BF, BI, BS, BU, PA, SL,
SS

US

US highways, alternatives, and spurs

US,UP,UA

Note: Table 5.3 provides more information on the abbreviations used in Table 5.1.
The cost of any specific one-way route can be estimated by multiplying the unit cost by the route
mileage, taking care to match highway class, and urban/rural area. For round trip, double the cost.
If a route contains a segment with multiple highway classifications, the highest classification
should be utilized. If a new road with a previously non-existent classification is being considered,
use the estimates by urban area and region (east or west Texas) for that highway class. When
estimating a route cost, is important to assign each route segment to its proper urban or rural area.
The average costs generally are considerably different due to the higher bridge density in urban
areas.
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Figure 5.1: Sample of the bridge analysis results for one truck configuration

5.2 Bridge Consumption Methodology
The data available in the NBI/BRINSAP database is conducive to the application of simplified
methodologies to estimate bridge consumption for load configurations at the policy level.
Applying Equation 5.1 twice (once for the Inventory rating load and again for the heavy weight
truck load) and then subtracting one result from the other, one obtains Equation 5.2.
log N = C – m log S
Where:
N – Number of cycles or load applications
S – Stress range
m – Constant: material dependent
C – Constant
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(5.1)

(5.2)
Where:
Ninventory – Number of load applications for the inventory rating load
NOSOW – Number of load applications for the OS/OW load
Sinventory – Stress range for the inventory load
SOSOW – Stress range for the OS/OW load
m – Constant: material dependent

At the policy level, it is not feasible to calculate actual stress ranges for bridge details. Digital
descriptions of bridge cross sections and other characteristics are not available; even if they were,
computational demands would make this task unfeasible within this project’s time frame. An
acceptable method successfully used in previous OS/OW studies involves using live load bending
moments as surrogates for the stress range (Imbsen et al., 1987; Weissmann & Harrison, 1992;
and Weissmann, et al., 2002). This approach substitutes the stress ranges in Equation 5.2 with
bending moments, defining the bridge consumption ratio as depicted in Equation 5.3. Simply put,
Equation 5.3 states that the bridge consumption ratio induced by a bending moment of an inventory
rating load passage on a given bridge is equal to 1. Loads inducing bending moments twice as
large as the inventory rating bending moment lead to a bridge consumption ratio of two to the
power “m”, where “m” is a function of the bridge material. Altry et al., 2003 and Overman et al.,
1984, recommend “m” values that can be matched to the corresponding BRINSAP structure type
codes.


 M
Consumptio nRatio =  OSOW 
 M Inventory 

m

(5.3)
Where:
Minventory – Live load bending moment for the inventory rating load
MOSOW – Live load bending moment for the OS/OW load
m – Constant: material dependent
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The bridge consumption in dollars due to the passage of a given load is estimated by using
Equation 5.3 combined with a consumable asset value for the bridge. The recently completed
Federal Truck Size and Weight study recommends that the current asset value of a bridge is $235
per square foot of deck area. Previous highway cost allocation studies established that the asset
value of a bridge should be allocated according to Error! Reference source not found., with 11
percent of the bridge asset value attributable to loads that are over HS20-44 (FHWA, 2000).
HS20-44 is a standardized bridge design load, and current bridge inventory ratings are usually
represented as multiples of the HS20 design load when recorded in NBI/BRINSAP.
Table 5.2: Bridge Asset Value Percentages for GVW Categories

With the help of computerized routines, Equation 5.4 is applied on a bridge-by-bridge basis to all
bridges in each county, urban/rural area, and highway classification used in this analysis. Bridge
asset consumption results for each bridge are summarized and aggregated to determine an overall
cost for a given mileage of a given highway class in a given area of a given county. This is
divided by the mileage to get a cost-per-mile for bridge consumption.
m

 M OSOW 

 ] ÷ ( 2,000,000)
=
[(
)(
235
)(
0
.
11
)
Area
ConsumptionOSOW
M

 Inventory 

(5.4)

Where:
Minventory – Live load bending moment for the inventory rating load for each bridge in the
permit dataset
MOSOW – Live load bending moment for the OS/OW load for each bridge in the permit
dataset
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m – Constant: material dependent
235 – Asset value for a bridge in dollars per bridge deck square foot
0.11 – The bridge asset value responsibility for heavy trucks (see Table 5.3).
2,000,000 – Number of allowable load cycles that define bridge design life according to
AASHTO.
The computer program Moment Analysis of Structures (MOANSTR) is used to calculate the live
load moment ratios required by Equation 5.4. The MOANSTR program’s core is a finite
differences routine that calculates live load moment envelopes generated by SLA truck
configurations and NBI/BRINSAP rating loads. The MOANSTR routine, developed by members
of the UTSA research team, incorporates previous research by Matlock (Matlock et al., 1968) and
others (Weissmann & Harrison, 1992 and Weismann et al., 2002). MOANSTR calculates moment
envelopes and identifies the maximum live load bending moments (positive and negative) induced
by the SLA truck configuration and the inventory rating load.

5.3 Data Preparation
The steps listed below summarize the data preparation that was necessary to obtain mileages,
assign a consistent highway classification as well as urban/rural area to each bridge, and arrive at
the cost results previously discussed.
Step 1: Assign a consistent urban/rural classification to each bridge.
First, urban/rural classifications were retrieved from both RHiNo and BRINSAP, using their
functional system variables. Urban/rural classification using the “functional system” RHiNo
variable does always not match the urban/rural classification using BRINSAP’s equivalent
variable, described in item 26/26A of the coding guide. It was necessary to manually resolve all
inconsistencies.
Step 2: Develop a highway classification system that is consistent with RHiNo and BRINSAP.
The research team needed to assign a RHiNo classification to each bridge. As depicted in Table
3, highway classifications in RHiNo do not always match those used in BRINSAP (items 5.2 or
5.2A, depending on whether the bridge is located on the inventory route or passes under it).
Every time the two classifications did not match, the bridge was assigned the same classification
as the RHiNo segment where each it is located.
Once each bridge had a RHiNo classification, the following was done:
1. Using RHiNo, determine the total centerline mileage within each county and urban/rural
area for each highway classification.
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2. Using BRINSAP and the RHiNo highway classification of each bridge, determine the
number of bridges in each county, urban/rural area, and each RHiNo highway
classification.
3. Not every area in each county actually had bridges in each RHiNo classification; thus, it
was necessary to aggregate some classifications to ensure meaningful results. These final
aggregated classifications were listed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: RHiNo and BRINSAP On-System Highway Classifications
RHiNo
Variable
Value

RHiNo Highway
Route Designation

BRINSAP
Variable
Value

BRINSAP Variable
Description

Closest Route
Designation to
RHiNo’s

BF

Business FM

28

Business F.M. Hwy

BF

BI

Business IH

25

Business Interstate

BI

BS

Business SH

27

Business S.H. Hwy

BS

BU

Business US

26

Business U.S. Hwy

BU

FM

FM

15

Farm or Ranch to
Market Road

FS

FM Spur

IH

IH

11

Interstate Highway

IH

PA

Principal Arterial

PR

Park Road

16

Park Road

PR

RE

Recreational Road

17

Recreational Road/Spur

RE

RM

RM

15

Farm or Ranch to
Market Road

RR

Ranch Road

RS

RM Spur

SH

SH

13

State Highway

SL

SL

14

State Loop or Spur

SL/SS

SS

State Spur

14

State Loop or Spur

SL/SS

UA

US Alt.

UP

US Spur

12

US Highway (Spur)

US (Spur)

US

US

12

US Highway (Spur)

US (Spur)

20

Toll Road

51

State Lands Road

19/99

Other

24

NASA1

41

Federal Lands Rd
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FM/RM

FM/RM

SH

Step 3: Identify and eliminate from the analysis parallel bridges, culverts, and tunnels.
BRINSAP has variables identifying these situations. Culverts and tunnels are straightforward, and
so is travel direction. However, an additional data treatment was necessary to eliminate parallel
bridges in the same traffic direction, which are often present. BRINSAP item 101 was used but
several cases had to be manually checked in online maps and pictures using the geographical
coordinates of the bridge. The data treatment to eliminate all parallel bridges was necessary due to
the nature of the RHiNo data reportong centerline mileage. If calculating the consumption due to
one truck pass, considering more than one parallel bridge in the same location would artificially
increase the cost; the truck consumes only one of the bridges in each pass.
Step 4: Calculate the bridge consumption of all on-system bridges.
The previous steps resulted in an analysis database with all pertinent BRINSAP variables, the
aggregated highway classification developed as described in step 2, an urban/rural area consistent
with RHiNo, and no parallel structures or structures other than on-system bridges. This database
was used to calculate the moment ratio and costs for each bridge, which were then added up by
highway classification, area type, and county, to obtain the final results reported in the spreadsheets
previously discussed (see Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not
found.). The costs were also added up by highway classification, urban/rural, and Texas region
(east/west) for use in planned or new highways with a classification that was previously
nonexistent in the desired county.

5.4 Conclusions
The product of this analysis is a network-level bridge consumption cost per vehicle miles traveled
by county, urban/rural area, and the aggregated highway class depicted in Table 5.1, for each of
the configurations of interest. It provides a useful tool to estimate the bridge consumption costs of
proposed configurations for any given route in any county. Nevertheless, such estimates are less
accurate than a project-level analysis of specific routes or corridors, basically for two reasons:
1. A corridor or route analysis calculates each specific bridge consumption cost rather than
use average costs by factorial cells, and
2. The network-level analysis presented here depends on averages by highway class, area,
and county, which in turn required resolving some inconsistencies among RHiNo and
BRINSAP based on network-level type of reasoning and/or judgment, as previously
discussed. This does not occur in a route-specific analysis where each individual bridge is
considered. On the other hand, this analysis is not tied up to specific routes or highways
and its results can be used statewide.
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Chapter 6 Workshop II and Discussion Results
Workshop II was held from 9:00 to 11:30 AM on July 18, 2016 at TxDOT D.C. Greer Building.
Forty representatives from trucking industry associations, city and state agencies, TxDOT and
CTR/UTSA attended this workshop. The sign-in sheet of this workshop is contained in Appendix
G.
The main purpose of this workshop was to provide an opportunity for the CTR/UTSA research
team to present preliminary pavement and bridge consumption analysis results for the truck
configurations included in the Library. In addition, the study team sought feedback from the
industry on the analysis to ensure that no important factors were missed.
When this workshop was held, twelve ocean container truck configurations, five milk tank truck
configurations and seven ready mix truck configurations had been analyzed and added to the
Library. The CTR/UTSA research team presented case studies based on the truck configuration
Library which included a summary table of all the configurations that has been analyzed and
detailed analysis results for each configuration. The CTR/UTSA research team explained the
weight and dimensions of these configurations and how bridge and pavement consumption rates
were calculated.
Dr. Jose Weissmann explained that bridge consumption rates are a function of bridge density, or
bridges per mile. As a result, the bridge consumption rates for a metro county such as Harris
County in Houston would be higher than bridge consumption rates for a rural county, such as
Hudspeth County. These differences resulted in significant total pavement and bridge consumption
costs considering statewide, metro, urban and rural counties and different route classifications.
Thus, in general, an Interstate (IH) route in a rural county could be expected to have lower
consumption costs that an Interstate route in a metro county. In addition, Dr. Weissmann
explained that the number of bridges above their operating rating was calculated for each
configuration since TxDOT had set a policy that a configuration which resulted in a load 50%
above the operating rating would require that the bridge is load posted.
During the presentation, interesting questions are brought up and discussed among CTR/UTSA
research team, industry representatives and TxDOT personnel. The presentation slides are attached
as Appendix H.
An open discussion session was held after the presentation. The CTR/UTSA research team asked
for input from the industry regarding additional truck operational types and configurations of
interest to the audience. Questions regarding over weight milk tankers, livestock trailers, grain
haulers and mobile cranes were discussed. CTR/UTSA requested more detailed specifics for these
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trucks to be submitted to TxDOT so that a determination could be made whether an analysis would
be performed. Other major results from this discussion are:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Each truck configuration is analyzed in terms of pavement consumption, bridge
consumption and number of bridges that would require posting depending on bridge
density, county and route designation (IH, US, SH and FM roads).
The goal of the configuration analysis is to achieve distribution of the load among the axle
groups to meet the federal bridge formula requirements and then to achieve the minimum
possible consumption rates.
The Truck Configuration Library provides information about the consumption rates of
legally loaded trucks as the ‘base line’ and the consumption rates of the heavier trucks for
calculation of a consumption ratio to the base line truck.
Bridge consumption rates can be very different among different counties due to different
bridge density or number of bridges per mile.
More truck configurations will be studied to arrive at some general recommendations for
lower $/VMT configurations with lower bridge posting issues.
Oil Well Service Rigs do not need to be considered due to the high percentage of bridges
that would require posting.
Projecting the potential reductions in number of trucks after weight limit change or
evaluating the benefit of truck industry bring to the state are out of the scope of this study.
The CTR/UTSA research team advises or answer questions posed by the State Legislature
or TxDOT Administration; the research team does not develop policy.

Detailed summary notes of the presentation given and discussion held during this workshop are
contained in Appendix I. This workshop informed the industry regarding configurations that were
analyzed to date and the CTR/UTSA research team’s approach for performing consumption
analysis. The Workshops helped to create an open line of conversation between TxDOT,
researchers and industry. Many interesting questions were raised and discussed.
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Chapter 7 Summary and Conclusions
A Truck Configuration Library was developed based on three truck operational types: Ready
Mix Trucks, Milk Tank Trucks and ocean containers. The Truck Configuration Library includes
information specified by TxDOT SLA including:
•
•

•

•

Pavement, bridge and total consumption rates for each truck configuration
A ‘base case’ truck representing the maximum, legal size and weight permitted in Texas.
Other configurations were compared to the base case to determine a factor indicating
equality (1.0) lower consumption (< 1.0) or higher consumption (> 1.0).
The Truck Configuration Library contains a summary page listing all configurations that
were analyzed grouped according to truck operational type. A hyperlink is provided for
each configuration which directs the user to a detailed page for that specific configuration
The detailed truck configuration page contains a photograph of a truck similar to the
configuration analyzed, a Load Xpert analysis showing the truck dimensions and axle or
axle group load distributions, the pavement and bridge consumption rates. Bridge
consumption rates are provided for all 254 counties for each configuration. A networklevel assessment of the number of bridges that are 50% above operating rating and are
potential candidates for load posting.

During development of the Truck Configuration Library, two Workshops were conducted to
obtain feedback from the trucking industry regarding:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Options available to the truck driver to adjust truck axle and axle group loads
Information about fixed design features, such as mixer drum front and rear pedestal load
percentages
Discussions regarding the difference between consumption rates, and in particular bridge
consumption rates in a high bridge density metro county versus and low bridge density
rural county.
Differences in consumption rates for different route types (IH, US, SH, FM roads etc.)
Discussions regarding other truck operational types of interest to industry and thus
potential truck types for further analysis:
o Livestock tractor – trailers
o Livestock feed trucks
o Higher weight limits for milk tank trucks
o Mobile cranes
However, no further analyses were performed beyond the three truck types mentioned
above.
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The Workshop presentations and summary notes are included as appendices to this report. The
performing agency also attended project meetings and one-on-one meetings with the truck
industry at the request of SLA.
Pavement and Bridge Consumption Conclusions
The main findings of the pavement and bridge consumption analysis are discussed in the
following section:
Ready Mix trucks
•

•
•

Based on Load Xpert analyses of 3-axle ready mix trucks, the maximum allowable load
of 69,000 lbs GVW cannot be achieved unless an annual permit is purchased that allows
for higher axle weight limits, and in particular, tandem drive axle weight limits, than is
permissible by state statute.
The SU-4 configuration whether with a booster or one pusher axle was not found to meet
the Federal Bridge Formula (FBF) requirements at the proposed 70,100 lb GVW limit.
The SU-5 through SU-7 ready-mix truck configurations comply with the FBF based on
the allowable GVWs listed in the previous legislative session bill

Milk Tank Trucks
•

•

•

A 6-axle 90,000 lb GVW milk tank truck with tridem axle trailer configuration results in
a lower consumption rate than a milk tank truck with tridem tractor. This configuration
meets federal axle group load requirements.
Recent rulings contained in the FAST Act (Fixing America’s Surface Transportation)
provides an exemption for milk tank trucks that allows operation to the maximum tank
capacity as a ‘non divisible’ load. Thus, a fully loaded milk tanker that exceeds 80,000
lbs can operate on the Interstate Highway system.
The Dairy Industry representatives who attended the workshop expressed interest in
proposing a higher GVW limit of 95,000 lbs or 97,000 lbs GVW though no further
analysis of these higher limits was undertaken

Ocean Containers
•

•

Container configurations operating in California and Washington State were evaluated
based on discussions with the chief engineer with Dionbilt Trailers, a major west-coast
chassis designer / manufacturer.
Pavement and bridge consumption analyses were performed for 6-axle and 7-axle ocean
containers at a maximum GVW of 97,000 lbs. The 7-axle configurations yielded lower
consumption rates and the increase in consumption rates was lower with increased GVW
above 97,000 lbs (up to 102,000 lbs)
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•

•

The resulting analysis showed that the consumption rates for heavy weight containers
operating in Harris County are significantly higher than the same truck configuration and
weight based on state wide consumption rates or rates in rural counties in Texas.
Each configuration was analyzed with regard to bridge operating rating. It was found
that certain configurations could exceed 50% of the operating rating for some bridges
which suggests that bridge load posting might be required.

Analyses of Oil Well Servicing Units was not undertaken based on preliminary analyses that
showed 50% to 100% of the state’s bridges would be above operating rating for certain
configurations proposed in draft legislation.
The Truck Configuration Library and the Final report are deliverables under this contract along
with the two Workshops, project meetings and presentations that were prepared.
The performing agency looks forward to future opportunities to add to the Truck Configuration
Library as new truck operational and configuration types are considered by the state legislature.
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Appendix A: Workshop I Attendees
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Organization Represented

Email Address

Tommy
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Texas Agriculture Coop Council

tommy@texas.coop

Daniel Luehrs

EdCot Coop Gin

dluehrs@edcotcoopgin.com

Bryon Vecera

Houston Police Department

bryon.vecera@houstonpolice.o
rg

Tom Howard

Domtar Corporation

thomas.howard@domtar.com

Ron Hufford

Texas Forestry Association

rhufford@texasforestry.com

Jim Reaves

Texas Nursery and Landscape
Association

jim@tnlaonline.org

William
Breedlove

Corpus Christi Police Department

williamb@cctexas.com

Dan Hinkle

Association of Energy Service
Companies

kdan@kdanhinkle.com

Rich Szecsy

Texas Aggregates and Concrete
Association

rich.szecsy@tx-taca.org

Ernest White

Houston Police Department

ernest.white@houstonpolice.or
g

Chris Pepper

Texas Aggregates and Concrete
Association

cpepper@winstead.com

Chris Lechner

Precast Concrete Manufacturer's
Association of Texas

lechner@pcmatexas.org

Kaleb
McLaurin

Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers
Association

kmclaurin@tscra.org

Ed Small

Texas Forestry Association

esmall@jw.com

Nelda Martinez

Mayor, City of Corpus Christi

neldam@cctexas.com

Shanna Igo

Texas Municipal League

sigo@tml.org

Rick Thompson

Texas Association of Counties

rickt@county.org

Mark Borskey

Texas Trucking Association

mark@borkseygr.com

Colin Parrish

Texas Coalition
Productivity

cparrish@gandpaffairs.com

Daniel Womack

Dow Chemical

Allen Beinke

Texas
Aggregates
Association

for

Transportation

dwomack@dow.com
and

A–1

Concrete

abeinke@tuggeyllp.com

Shiva Singh

City of Houston
Department

Public

Works

Steve Loo

City of Houston
Department

Public

Works

Tom Tagliabue

City of Corpus Christi

tomtag@cctexas.com

Tony Bennett

Texas Association of Manufacturers

tony.bennett@manufacturetexa
s.org

Diego Larrea

Ruckit

diego@ruckit.me

Jorge Hinojosa

Precast
Concrete
Association of Texas

Jennifer
Newton

Associated General Contractors of Texas

jnewton@agctx.org

Josh
Winegarner

Texas Cattle Feeders Association

josh@tcfa.org

James Terrell

Select Milk Producers

talltexan2@gmail.com

Shannon
Rusing

Texas Oil and Gas Association

srusing@txoga.org

J. Pete Laney

Texas Association of Dairymen

jpete@jpetelaneylaw.com

Jim Allison

County Judges and
Association of Texas

j.allison@allison-bass.com

John D. Esparza

Texas Trucking Association

john@texastrucking.com

Les Findeisen

Texas Trucking Association

les@texastrucking.com

John Dahill

Texas Conference of Urban Counties

john@cuc.org

Michael
Pacheco

Texas Farm Bureau

mpacheco@txfb.org

Manufacturer's

Commissioners

shiva.singh@houstontx.gov
steven.loo@houstontx.gov

jorge.hinojosa@bexarconcrete.
com

mwittenburg@mwittenburg.co
m

Michelle Wittenburg

Legislative/Age
ncy
Kristy Schultz

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

kristy.schultz@txdmv.gov

Carl Weeks

Texas Department of Public Safety

carl.weeks@dps.texas.gov

Genevieve
Bales

Federal Highway Administration

genevieve.bales@dot.gov

Steven Albright

Office of the Governor

steven.albright@gov.texas.gov

Chris Nordloh

Texas Department of Public Safety

chris.nordloh@dps.texas.gov
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Rep. Armando
Martinez

Texas House of Representatives

mando.martinez@house.texas.
gov

Scott Jenkines

Texas House of Representatives - Rep scott.jenkines@house.texas.go
Martinez
v

Matthew Miller

Texas Department of Motor Vehicles

matthew.miller@txdmv.gov

Melissa Meyer

TxDOT Federal Affairs

melissa.meyer@txdot.gov

Michael Lee

TxDOT Maintenance Division

michael.lee@txdot.gov

Mark McDaniel

TxDOT Maintenance Division

mark.mcdaniel@txdot.gov

John Bilyeu

TxDOT Maintenance Division

john.bilyeu@txdot.gov

Gregg Freeby

TxDOT Bridge Division

gregg.freeby@txdot.gov

Nicholas
Nemec

TxDOT Bridge Division

nicholas.nemec@txdot.gov

Thomas Galvan

Legislative Budget Board

thomas.galvan@lbb.state.tx.us

Laura Kolstad

TxDOT State Legislative Affairs

laura.kolstad@txdot.gov

Aaron Kocian

Office of the Lieutenant Governor

aaron.kocian@ltgov.state.tx.us

Sondra Johnson

TxDOT Freight and International Trade

sondra.johnson@txdot.gov

Caroline Mays

TxDOT Freight and International Trade

caroline.mays@txdot.gov

Sara Haenes

Texas House of Representatives - Rep
Phillips

sara.haenes@house.texas.gov

Trent Thomas

TxDOT State Legislative Affairs

trent.thomas@txdot.gov

Blake Calvert

TxDOT State Legislative Affairs

blake.calvert@txdot.gov

Jonathan SierraOrtega

Texas Senate Transportation Committee

jonathan.sierraortega_sc@senate.texas.gov

Sam Gammage

Texas House Transportation Committee

samuel.gammage@house.texas
.gov

Michael Walton

CTR

cmwalton@mail.utexas.edu

Michael
Murphy

CTR

michael.murphy@engr.utexas.e
du

Swati Agarwal

CTR

swatiaagarwal@utexas.edu

Hongbin Xu

CTR

hongbinxu@utexas.edu

Manar Hasan

CTR

manar.hasan@utexas.edu

Lisa LoftusOtway

CTR

loftusotway@mail.utexas.edu

CTR/UTSA

A–3

Jose
Weissmann

UTSA

jose.weissmann@utsa.edu

Angela
Weissmann

UTSA

angela.weissmann@utsa.edu

Jorge Prozzi

CTR

prozzi@mail.utexas.edu

Wu Hui

CTR

wuhui@utexas.edu
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Appendix B: Workshop I Presentation

Oversize / Overweight Vehicle Workshop
TxDOT D.C. Greer Building
Hearing Room

February 29, 2016

COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

IAC Manager – Tonia Norman
Project Management Blake Calvert
UT –CTR Contract Supervisor – Professor C. Michael Walton, P.E.
Project Team Members
UT-CTR
Dr. Jorge Prozzi
Dr. Mike Murphy, P.E
Mr. Robert Harrison
Dr. Hui Wu, P.E.
Ms. Lisa Loftus-Otway
Manar Hasan
Hongbin Xu
Swati Agarwal

Faculty - pavement modeling / consumption
Research Engineer / Configurations / Interviews / Factors
CTR Deputy Director - Economics / Cost analysis
Research Assistant Configurations / Factors / Safety considerations
Legal / Legislative issues
MS GRA
Ph.D. GRA
MS GRA

UTSA
Dr. Jose Weissmann, P.E.
Dr. Angela Weissmann

Faculty - Bridge analysis / modeling / consumption
Researcher - Bridge analysis / modeling / consumption
COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

B-1

Dr. Mike Walton – Overview of on-going Truck Size & Weight studies
1.

Origin of Texas – Pavement and Bridge Consumption Analysis Methods
Sunset Commission – TxDOT Review
Issue 7: Exemptions from oversize and overweight regulations cause
considerable damage to roads and bridges.
More Information Is Needed to Improve Regulation of Oversize
and Overweight Vehicles to Prevent Damage to Roads and Bridges

State Legislature: Rider 36 Conduct an analysis of OS/OW Vehicle Permit Fees
TxDOT Research Project: 0-6736 ‘Oversize/Overweight Vehicle Permit Fee Study’
http://ctr.utexas.edu/wp-content/uploads/pubs/0_6736_2.pdf

full-report

http://library.ctr.utexas.edu/hostedPDFs/txdot/psr/0-6736-s.pdf

summary

COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

Dr. Mike Walton – Overview of on-going Truck Size & Weight studies
2.

State Legislative Affairs – Contract ‘Develop a Library of Truck Configurations and
Consumption Rates’
Task 1: Workshop I – identify truck configurations of interest to industry
Task 2: Work with TxDOT to identify truck configurations for draft Library
Task 3: Pavement Consumption analysis
Task 4: Bridge Consumption analysis
Task 5: Workshop II – present findings to Industry obtain Feedback
Task 6: Revise Library and add new Configurations as necessary: draft Library and Report
Task 7: Finalize Library of Configurations – Prepare final report
Project end date: October 31, 2016
COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

B-2

Dr. Mike Walton – Overview of on-going Truck Size & Weight studies
3.

Project 0-6817 ‘Review and Evaluation of Current Gross Vehicle Weights and
Axle Load Limits’ Project Completion February 29, 2016
Extends the consumption analysis work originally done under Rider 36
Evaluation of 18 Infrastructure friendly truck configurations for Texas
conditions
Configurations are implemented in other states or under consideration
by USDOT/FHWA for national implementation (e.g. 33’ double trailer unit)
Evaluation includes selected Longer Combination Vehicles (LCVs) operating in
U.S. Western States, Canada and Mexico.
One or more LCV configuration are also permitted in every state from Canada
to the Texas border with Oklahoma.

B-3

Dr. Mike Walton – Overview of on-going Truck Size & Weight studies
4.

Project 0-6820 ‘A Process for Designating and Managing OS/OW Corridors
at Coastal Ports and Border Ports of Entry ’ Project Completion
August 31, 2016

5.

Project 0-6897 ‘Evaluate Specialized Hauling Vehicles (in Texas) with regard
pavement and bridge consumption and posting limits’
Project Completion August 31, 2017

COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

1. Overview of Workshop Process

Dr. Mike Walton

2. Overview and Analysis
House Bill Truck Configurations
Pavement Consumption:
Bridge Consumption:

Dr. Mike Murphy
Dr. Jorge Prozzi
Dr. Jose Weissmann

3. Case Study: HB 3129 ‘Milk truck weight increase – 90,000 GVW’
4. Summary and Discussion

Dr. Mike Walton

COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

B-4

1. Overview of Workshop Process
Dr. Mike Walton
and Study Group Member introductions
1. Overview and Analysis
House Bill Truck Configurations
Pavement Consumption:
Bridge Consumption:

Dr. Mike Murphy
Dr. Jorge Prozzi
Dr. Jose Weissmann

3. Case Study: HB 3129 ‘Milk trucks weight increase – 90,000 GVW
4. Summary and Discussion

Dr. Mike Walton
COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

1. Overview of Workshop Process

Dr. Mike Walton

2. Overview and Analysis
House Bill Truck Configurations
Pavement Consumption:
Bridge Consumption:

Dr. Mike Murphy
Dr. Jorge Prozzi
Dr. Jose Weissmann

3. Case Study: HB 3129 ‘Milk trucks weight increase – 90,000 GVW
4. Summary and Discussion

Dr. Mike Walton

COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

B-5

1. HB 3129 Raw milk tankers up to 90,000 lbs GVW
2. HB 3061 Sealed Ocean Containers 97,000 lbs GVW
3. HB 2606 New permit(s) for Oil Well Servicing Units
4. HB 2592 Ready Mix Trucks up to 80,000 lbs GVW
with associated axle configurations

COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

Based on discussions with a dairy transport company, tank capacities
6,000 – 6,500 gallons

B-6

Based on discussions with a dairy transport company, tank capacities
6,000 – 6,500 gallons

?

Based on initial calculations a 7,000 gallon milk tank trailer would be required.
Industry feedback is needed regarding axle configurations and tank sizes.

B-7

1. HB 3129 Raw milk tankers up to 90,000 lbs GVW
2. HB 3061 Sealed Ocean Containers 97,000 lbs GVW
3. HB 2606 New permit(s) for Oil Well Servicing Units
4. HB 2592 Ready Mix Trucks up to 80,000 lbs GVW
with associated axle configurations

COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

B-8

97,000 lb tractor semi trailer with ocean container (HB 3061 axle weights)
Not Federal Bridge Formula B compliantt

40’ ocean container

Steer axle
12,000 lbs

Drive tandem axle
25,000 lbs

Configuration 2

Trailer tandem axle
60,000 lbs

?

Assumes 17,000 lb tractor + 11,400 lb heavy duty container trailer 68,600 lb container + cargo
Trailer length = 42’ extended.

?
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97,000 lb tractor semi trailer with ocean container (trailer
(
tridem axle)
g Formula B compliant
p
Not Federal Bridge
(20’ container on a 40’ tridem axle container trailer - 42’ extended position)

20’ ocean container

Steer axle
12,000 lbs

Drive tandem axle
35,000 lbs

Trailer tridem axle
50,000 lbs

Configuration 4

?

Assumes 15,000 lb tractor + 9,350 lb heavy duty container trailer 60,650 lb container + cargo
Trailer GVWR = 70,000 lbs

1. HB 3129 Raw milk tankers up to 90,000 lbs GVW
2. HB 3061 Sealed Ocean Containers 97,000 lbs GVW
3. HB 2606 New permit(s) for Oil Well Servicing Units
4. HB 2592 Ready Mix Trucks up to 80,000 lbs GVW
with associated axle configurations

COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.
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HB 2606(S) 90,000 lbs GVW

Manufacturer’s standard
Axle ratings
20,000 lb single
46,000 lb tandem
Standard Gross Vehicle Weight
66,000 lbs.

Single steer axle
HB 2606S 30,000 lbs

Tandem axle
HB 2606S 60,000 lbs

Configuration 1 (HB 2606 axle weights – as first introduced)
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HB 2606 111,300 lbs GVW

Tandem Axle
HB 2606S 55,650 lbs

Twin Steer axle
HB 2606S 55,650 lbs

Configuration 4 (HB 2606 axle weights – as first introduced)
Manufacturers’ estimated Gross Vehicle Weight = 82,000 lbs – 90,000 lbs: possibly greater

HB 2606 129,000 lbs GVW

Twin Steer axle
HB 2606S 60,000 lb

Tridem axle
HB 2606S 69,000 lbs

Configuration 5 (HB 2606 axle weights – as first introduced)
Manufacturers’ estimated total weights vary from 91,000 lbs to 120,000 lbs: possibly greater
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HB 2606 135,000 lbs GVW maximum cap

* Liftable axle paired with fixed tandem axle

axle spacing based on manufacturer’s spec

Tridem Steer Axle
HB 2606S 67,500 lb

Tridem Fixed Axle
HB 2606S allows 67,500 lbs

Manufacturers’ estimated total weights vary from 97,000 lbs to 130,000 lbs: possibly greater.

Configuration 6 (HB 2606 axle weights – as first introduced)

Work over Rig
Twin steer tandem axle - quad rear axle (2 optional lift axles)

Manufacturer’s axle ratings = 136,000 lbs GVW

2 x 22,000 = 44,000 twin steer
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20,000 52,000 fixed 20,000
lift
lift
tandem

1. HB 3129 Raw milk tankers up to 90,000 lbs GVW
2. HB 3061 Sealed Ocean Containers 97,000 lbs GVW
3. HB 2606 New permit(s) for Oil Well Servicing Units
4. HB 2592 Ready Mix Trucks up to 80,000 lbs GVW
with associated axle configurations

COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

TTC 622.011 - .017 Ready Mix concrete and pump trucks

Legal
Up to 20,000 lbs.
Exemption Up to 23,000 lbs.

Up to 34,000 lbs.
Up to 46,000 lbs.

Legal:
Total Vehicle up to 54,000 lbs. GVW
Exemption: Total Vehicle up to 69,000 lbs. GVW
* Cannot operate at over legal loads on IH or Defense Highway Network
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HB 2592 ‘Ready mix trucks up to 80,000 lbs with additional axles’
Booster axle

HB 2592 70,100 lbs GVW if the
Ready mix truck has 4 axles

HB 2592 70,500 lbs GVW if the
Ready mix truck has 5 axles
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HB 2592 75,500 lbs GVW if the
Ready mix truck has 6 axles

HB 2592 80,000 lbs GVW if the
Ready mix truck has 7 axles
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Equivalent Pavement
Consumption Factors
(ECF)
Dr. Jorge A. Prozzi
prozzi@mail.utexas.edu
(512) 471-4771
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Pavement Consumption Analysis
• Mechanistically-based methodology for the
determining consumption due to “OW
Traffic” relative to “Design Traffic”.
• Outputs:
– Developed methodology for determine relative
pavement consumption.
– Estimated consumption for typical axle and load
configurations.
– Estimated consumption for specific vehicles.

Pavement Consumption Analysis
• From Load Equivalency Factor (LEF) to
equivalent consumption factor (ECF)
•

=

•

=

,

,

.
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Pavement Consumption Analysis
• From Load Equivalency Factor (LEF)
– Empirical (AASHO Road Test)
– 1950’s vehicles

• Equivalent Consumption Factor (ECF)
– Mechanistically based
– Nationally Calibrated
– Multi-criteria
– Today’s Vehicles
– Texas pavements and conditions

Pavement Consumption Analysis
• Step 1: Traffic characterization and
pavement design
– Pavement design traffic (in ESALs)
– Standard axle (18 kips single axle)
– OW traffic

• We sampled 2,000 vehicles from OW Central
Permitting System (CPS) database (now
TxPROs)
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Pavement Consumption Analysis
• Step 2: Determination of traffic routing and
representative pavement structures
– Select representative traffic sample
– Identify routes and quantify VMT
– Select representative pavement structures
– Develop pavement experimental design.

Pavement Consumption Analysis
• Step 3: Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement
Analyses
– Axle configurations
• Reference axle (18 kips single axle)
• Other common axle configurations

– Relative Pavement Consumption (RPC) =
• Number of 18,000 lbs single axles to fail a pavement
/ number of other axle to fail same pavement
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Pavement Consumption Analysis
• Step 3: Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement
Analyses (cont.)
– Muti-criteria analysis:
• Rutting
• Cracking
• Roughness

– Distresses are a function of:
• Pavement structure
• Environmental conditions
• Traffic (axle configuration and loads)

Pavement Consumption Analysis
• Step 3: Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement
Analyses (cont.)
– Tool: AASHTO’s DARWin-ME (Aug 2011)
– AASHTO product supported by FHWA
– ECF for individual axles using the following
criteria @ 20 years:
• 0.5” of rutting
• 10% of lane area cracked
• Terminal IRI = 125 in/mile
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Pavement Consumption Analysis
• Step 4: Determination of consumption
– Determine the pavement performance under
“Design Traffic”
– Determine the “OW Traffic” that results in the
same performance as the Design Traffic
– Superimpose “Design + OW Traffic”
– Determine the cost of additional pavement
structure required to obtain equivalent
performance as original design

Pavement Consumption Analysis
• Step 4: Determination of OW Traffic to
produce equivalent pavement consumption
OW Traffic 1 = 300,000 vehicles
OW Traffic 2 = 200,000 vehicles
OW Traffic 3 = 240,000 vehicles

Design Traffic
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Pavement Consumption Analysis
• Step 4: Determination of OW Traffic to
produce equivalent pavement consumption
Design to Accommodate OW Traffic
(e.g. $60,000/ lane . mile)

Original Design

2-in Overlay
HMA Surface

HMA Surface

Flexbase

Flexbase

Treated Subgrade

Treated Subgrade

Natural Subgrade

Natural Subgrade

Pavement Consumption Analysis
• At the end, we provided TxDOT with:
– Step-by-step methodology that can be used to
determine equivalent pavement consumption (ECF) for
any vehicle configuration.
– Estimated ECF for common axle configurations and
facility types that can be combined to estimate
consumption of specific vehicles on specific routes.
– Average ECF for typical vehicles in Texas that can be
used for planning and programming purposes.

• Based on marginal pavement consumption and
marginal cost of reinforcing a new pavement.
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Bridge Consumption
Jose Weissmann and Angela Weissmann
University of Texas San Antonio
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Data Sources
• Federally mandated bridge inventory (NBI/BRINSAP)
• Road segments GIS file
• Road Segments and bridge data combined with
ArcMap
• Or County road mileage by road class
• Data cleaning using SAS

GIS Road Segments and Bidges
Bridge Data
(BRINSAP)
County Mileage/Road Class
Segment Data
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Each Bridge has a Rated Capacity
Inventory Rating
Operating Rating
Limit
8t

Bridge Fatigue Concepts
m

§ M OSOW ·
¸
ConsumptionRatio ¨¨
¸
© M Inventory ¹

N
N

Inventory
OSOW

 Minventory, MOSOW—Live load moments for the Inventory Rating load and OSOW
configuration respectively
 Consumption Ratio — Consumption factor for the OSOW load relative to the Inventory
Rating load for one passage of the OSOW load
 m—Constant dependent on material and bridge detail
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Computerized Bending Moment Envelopes
(Calculation of Minventory MOSOW for network)

Bridge Consumption – Asset Value
• Asset Value = Deck Area x 200 $/sqft
• How much of the Asset Value is Heavy Truck responsibility ?
• Federal Highway Cost Allocation Study
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Example

Moment Ratio Based on Inventory Rating
120

Cumulative Frequency

100
80
60

12% above 1.36

40
20
0
0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Moment Ratio

$0.034/VMT

Example Results
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$0.066/VMT

3

Summary
•Two types of analysis are possible: Analysis by
County/Road Class or Random assignment for an
estimated annual mileage.
•Results are reported in terms of bridge
consumption per mile driven.
•Results can be reported in terms of absolute costs
or incremental costs.
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Step 1. Identify potential truck configurations based on
House Bill criteria (GVW, axle weights other factors)
Step 2. Obtain information about milk production and
milk trucks operating in Texas
Step 3. Verify milk tank trailer size in relation to GVW
Step 4. Select feasible milk tank truck configurations
Step 5. Perform pavement and consumption analysis
Step 6. Write Legislative Analysis for TxDOT SLA Office
COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

Current Legal maximum axle and gross vehicle weight – Configuration 1

Tractor wheelbase 19’-0”
4’-0”

4’-0”

17’-0”

36’-0” (legal inner bridge)
53’-0” (minimum legal 51’ outer bridge)

Tandem axle group
34,000 lbs

Tandem axle group
34,000 lbs

Gross Vehicle Weight = 80,000 lbs
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Steering Axle
12,000 lbs

5% over gross vehicle weight and 12% axle tolerance – Configuration 2

Tractor wheelbase 19’-0”
4’-0”

17’-0”

4’-0”
36’-0” (legal inner bridge)
53’-0” (minimum legal 51’ outer bridge)

Tandem axle group
36,000 lbs

Tandem axle group
36,000 lbs

Steering Axle
12,000 lbs

Gross Vehicle Weight = 84,000 lbs

HB 3129 90,000 lb gross vehicle weight – Configuration 3

Tractor wheelbase 19’-0”
4’-0”

4’-0”

4’-0”

17’-0”

36’-0” (legal inner bridge)
53’-0” (minimum legal 51’ outer bridge)

Tandem axle group
34,000 lbs

Tridem axle group
42,000 lbs

?

Gross Vehicle Weight = 90,000 lbs
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Steering Axle
14,000 lbs

Step 1. Identify potential truck configurations based on
House Bill criteria (GVW, axle weights other factors)
Step 2. Obtain information about milk production and
milk trucks operating in Texas
Step 3. Verify milk tank trailer size in relation to GVW
Step 4. Select feasible milk tank truck configurations
Step 5. Perform pavement and consumption analysis
Step 6. Write Legislative Analysis for TxDOT SLA Office
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Step 1. Identify potential truck configurations based on
House Bill criteria (GVW, axle weights other factors)
Step 2. Obtain information about milk production and
milk trucks operating in Texas
Step 3. Verify milk tank trailer size in relation to GVW
Step 4. Select feasible milk tank truck configurations
Step 5. Perform pavement and consumption analysis
Step 6. Write Legislative Analysis for TxDOT SLA Office
COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

 Polar ‘Food Grade’
 Tremcar
 Paul Mueller
 Seneca
 West Mark
 Walker
 Others…..
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Step 1. Identify potential truck configurations based on
House Bill criteria (GVW, axle weights other factors)
Step 2. Obtain information about milk production and
milk trucks operating in Texas
Step 3. Verify milk tank trailer size in relation to GVW
Step 4. Select feasible milk tank truck configurations
Step 5. Perform pavement and bridge consumption analysis
Step 6. Write Legislative Analysis for TxDOT SLA Office
COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.
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Step 1. Identify potential truck configurations based on
House Bill criteria (GVW, axle weights other factors)
Step 2. Obtain information about milk production and
milk trucks operating in Texas
Step 3. Verify milk tank trailer size in relation to GVW
Step 4. Select feasible milk tank truck configurations
Step 5. Perform pavement and consumption analysis
Step 6. Write Legislative Analysis for TxDOT SLA Office
COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

CTR / UTSA analysis document
1. Summarizes changes to
truck size & weight introduced
by the Bill.
2. Lists assumptions and information
sources
3. Shows photos of truck
configurations, GVW, axle loads
and dimensions.
4. Provides a table summarizing
Cost per vehicle mile travelled for
each configuration $ / VMT.
5. Additional information requested
by the legislature.
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Discussion
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Appendix C: Workshop I Notes
1.1 Welcome and introductions
1.1.1 Opening remarks
Bill Hale set out the objectives and importance of the workshop, which is to gather realistic
useful configurations for the library. Consumption estimates will be used in permit pricing.
Trent Thomas explained briefly what organizations are present and introduced Rep.
Armando Martinez who will chair a committee on this issue.
Trent explained that TxDOT is preparing for the next legislative session and therefore
needs to make assumptions about configurations that may be put into bills.
He noted that permit fees determinations are for the legislature to decide, when bills are
filed, TxDOT does not set any fee rates but takes requests for reviewing OSOW bills. These
impacts are considered secondary impacts and do not appear in the fiscal notes prepared by the
Legislative Budget Board. TxDOT is also asked to give testimony on proposed legislation.
Trent then had all attendees introduce themselves: see sign in sheet for details
1.1.2 Overview of Workshop process
Dr C. Michael Walton talked about previous and ongoing CTR studies related to OS/OW
issues. Dr. Walton gave an overview of the SLA Draft Truck Configuration Library project. Dr.
Walton noted the AASHTO study was focused on how to make vehicles more compatible with the
existing infrastructure and what can be done to improve productivity. He noted that more axles
do not necessarily mean less impact on bridges. Sometimes the configurations that are the most
accommodating for pavements are bad for bridges.
Dr. Walton spoke about a recently completed national Truck Size & Weight (TS&W)
study, which was somewhat unsuccessful due to insufficient data at federal level (; however, we
do have more data here in Texas. 1
The program then turned to a presentation by the research team on the projects goals and
objectives, data we need help on and the methodology for bridges and pavements. Dr Mike
Murphy, Dr Jorge Prozzi and Dr. Jose Weissmann presented.
Dr. Murphy explained that the basic goal of the consumption analysis is to be commodity
neutral; that is to evaluate consumption independent of what the truck is carrying and only
considering axle groups, loads and spacing. We often do not necessarily need to know the
commodity, but in some cases it is important to know the commodity since a proposed bill may
address a specific commodity which is carried in trucks of a specific configuration. In addition,

1

Comprehensive Truck Size and Weight Limits Study summarizes data limitations found in the study:

“…significant limitations in data availability persist, which also affected prior studies. For example, the lack of
descriptive information regarding commercial motor vehicles involved in crashes continues to prevent adequate
analysis of highway safety and truck crashes. The lack of data on gross vehicle weight (GVW), number of axles on a
vehicle, and the spacing between the axles imposed significant constraints in drawing national-level conclusions. In
addition, the lack of crash data relevant to oversize trucks impeded the study team’s ability to project crash rates of
different truck sizes and configurations on a national scale.”
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existing state statutes might be in place which need to be considered when analyzing a specific
commodity such as milk (a liquid) or or loads which are solid
Dr. Murphy noted that we had analyzed different truck configurations for the following
house bills in the 84th Legislative Session:
HB 3129: milk tank trucks at 80,000 lbs (base case) 84,000 lbs with a 5% over Gross, (12%
over axle weight tolerance) – this is because Texas state statutes authorize agricultural products to
be transported during the harvest at these increase weight limits. Two analyses were performed
for a 6—axle milk tank truck operating at 90,000 lbs GVWs. Dr. Murphy showed examples of
possible milk truck configurations and of questions we would need answered in order to analyze
realistic configurations.
•
•
•

•

•
•

Question: A Workshop attendee asked Dr. Murphy how the steering axle load was set at
14,000 lbs for the 90,000 lb load.
Response: Dr. Murphy indicated that the tridem trailer axle was set at the maximum
allowable limit of 42,000 lbs, the drive tandem on the tractor at 34,000 lbs and the remaining
load placed on the steer axle.
CTR is aware of software that is used by professional trucking companies to calculate the
allocation of load to the different axle groups depending on the flexibility available to the
driver to move the fifth wheel, move the trailer axles (such as on a dry box van) or the location
of the king pin setting. However, not every commodity offers this flexibility; as is the case with
a milk tank truck which has fixed trailer axles that cannot be shifted to balance load. CTR has
purchased copies of Load Xpert and will analyze axle group loads using this software.
Previously, CTR used a freeware program for this purpose (TruckLoad Scale) and though
helpful that program does have limitations.
Additional questions we had regarding the milk tank trucks was the ability to add a third axle
to the trailer since there is no super-structure available to add the axle – this suggests that
modifications would be required to the trailer undercarriage or a tridem axle tank trailer
would have to be purchased.
We also considered a configuration with an additional, liftable axle added to the tractor;
however we are unsure how practical this configuration would be.
In addition, we take the most conservative approach when analyzing truck configurations
when considering load distribution, total VMT. Loaded VMT, and additional factors depending
on the type of commodity that may further reduce the loaded VMT. Thus, for milk tank trucks,
though we assumed that 42,000 lbs would be carried on the trailer tridem, though we are
unsure how a liquid could be distributed to the trailer and drive tandem axles other than
equally. Nevertheless, we have studied liquid tankers operating at the border which do have
unbalanced loads on the axles – thus we have more to learn about tank trailer load
distribution.

HB 3061: sealed ocean containers. The Federal Highway Administration has made the
determination that each state can decide whether to pass laws that allow an overweight sealed
ocean container to be considered a non-divisible load.
Dr. Murphy showed examples of different container chassis and container combinations to
illustrate the fact that there are too many possible configurations. Dr. Murphy mentioned that both
5-axle and 6-axle container chassis were evaluated based on a review of sealed ocean container
vehicles authorized in other states, though HB 3061 specifically mentioned that a 6-axle chassis is
proposed operating at a maximum Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) of 97,000 lbs. Other states have
enacted legislation that requires heavy 20’ containers to be transported on 40’ chassis in other
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cases; heavy 20’ containers are not permitted. – the current laws in those states that authorize
sealed, heavy ocean containers to operate varies widely.
Dr. Murphy indicated that the Research Team explored chassis manufactured by the major
companies in the U.S. including Chassis King, Pratt and Cheetah Chassis. It was noted that one
chassis configuration that provides a lower consumption rate compared with many of the tridem
axle chassis is the Cheetah Quad. This chassis has a fixed tandem axle and two liftable axles placed
about 1/3 of the distance from the king pin to the rear of the trailer. This chassis can carry different
container configurations including both heavy 20’ and 40’ containers.
HB 2606: oil well servicing. Dr. Murphy noted that the definition of what constitutes an
oil well servicing rig (or workover rig) is not specific and is used by the oil industry to address a
wide variety of trucks and configurations. However, oil well service rigs, which are similar in
appearance to Oil well drilling rigs, were selected for analysis for HB 2606. In fact it has been
learned that Oil Well Drilling Rigs can be used as an oil well service rig. These vehicles y are
expensive, and are kept in service for a very long time either by the original company that purchase
the unit or by other companies that buy and refurbish the oil well service rig This means that though
there are companies that manufacturer new oil well service rigs such as Service King and Dragon
from which the vehicle details can be obtained for analysis purposes, there are many other designs
in operation that might be more difficult to characterize since the company that produced these
units is no longer in business.
HB 2606 would allow 30kips on single axle, 65kips on tandem, 95kips on tridem and
120kips on quadruple axle. Total weight is capped at 135kips. A variety of oil well servicing rigs
was shown to the workshop audience.
Oil well service rigs are in operation that are much heavier than 135,000 lbs GVW and it
is also noted that during a 3-year period from 2007 – 2009 about 29,000 oil well service rigs were
permitted using one of 4 existing permit types offered by the Motor Carrier Division.
It was also noted that the House Bill only addressed self-propelled oil well service rigs
though trailer mounted oil well service rigs exist in Texas. Thus, trailer mounted units were not
evaluated in the original analysis by the Research Team.
HB 2592: ready mix concrete. This bill would allow ready mix trucks to operate at up to
80,000 lbs GVW depending on the number of axles. Ready mix trucks are in operation in the
Austin Area that has an additional, liftable booster axle, liftable booster and pusher axles. There
are many different configurations and there are questions which configurations are of interest to
industry including both rear discharge and forward discharge ready mix trucks.
Forward discharge ready mix trucks are much more common in Northern States and have
a tare weight that is about 10,000 lbs heavier than rear discharge trucks which are most common
in Texas. Rear discharge trucks are more expensive, but tend to operate more years than a rear
discharge unit – thus the Team questions whether industry is interested in both types. The Team
has found a few examples of rear discharge units in operation or for sale in truck sales newspapers.
These questions are important considering the many different axle configurations that are
in operation for both forward and rear discharge ready mix trucks.
•
•

Note: During a recent trip to Houston, 6 axle ready mix trucks were seen in operation at two
different ready mix / material operations plants.
The Researchers have noted, based on information obtained from the National Ready Mix
Concrete Association annual survey and information obtained from truck sales websites that
10, 10-1/2 and 11 CY ready mix drums are most common on 3-axle trucks and that 11 CY
drums are most common on multi-axle ready mix trucks. Thus, based on discussions with
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•

TxDMV – Motor Carrier Division and this above insights, it appears that axles are currently
added to allow operation on the Interstate Highway System, not to carry more load.
It is further noted that the maximum mixer drum size commonly available from Beck or
McNeilus is 14 CY. It appears that the proposed House Bill could open the Texas Market to
forward discharge ready mix trucks which currently cannot compete with rear discharge units
due to the increased tare weight of the forward discharge truck.

Dr. Murphy presented examples of configurations running in several states posed questions
we would need to explore to ensure that configurations of interest to industry are included in the
Truck Library.
Dr. Jorge Prozzi discussed the Pavement Consumption analysis process that was developed
during the Rider 36 (Project 0-6736) study.
The analysis process developed for Rider 36 is based on marginal pavement consumption
in relation to a specific truck axle configuration and axle weights. Marginal consumption means
that only the weight above the allowable load limit of the pavement is used for the consumption
cost calculation.
He explained the AASHTO Road Test, the 4th power damage equation, and the expansion
of this concept into a pavement consumption factor. Dr. Prozzi explained relative consumption =
ratio between the number of 18-kip axle passes to failure and number of axles to failure at a
different weight or axle configuration. Thus, a 20-kip single axle will have a higher pavement
consumption value than an 18-kip single axle based on an exponential, 4th power relationship. Dr.
Prozzi explained that the pavement consumption models are based on 3 failure criteria:
•
•
•

International Roughness Index (IRI) – 125 in/mile is terminal condition
Rutting (1/2” rut depth is terminal condition)
Fatigue Cracking (10% cracked wheel path area is terminal condition)

The pavement structures and design traffic were obtained for actual pavements
representing different functional classes, climatic conditions and other factors relevant to Texas.
The DarWin Mechanistic Empirical (DarWin ME) analysis program was used to perform
the calculations. In each case the number of passes of a given Overweight axle was applied to the
pavement structure to determine years to failure. The difference between years to failure (typically
20 years) for the design traffic used to develop the actual pavement design and the years to failure
under the overweight axle was determined.
Many trial pavement overlay thicknesses were applied to result in a pavement structure
that could meet a 20 year design life with the design traffic + overweight loads. The additional
thickness was then analyzed to determine cost which was then used to compute $ / VMT.
Questions asked during this segment were:
Question: Please explain again the 4th and nth power equations?
Question: How many pavement types did you analyze?
Answer: it was in the presentation
Question: What is an OS/OW truck?
Answer: anything above the legal weight limit of the pavement keeping in mind that some
routes can carry 80,000 lbs GVW but the load zoned roadway system is designed for 58,420 lbs
GVW.
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Question: If consumption is cost / VMT, there is a reduction in the number of trips if larger
trucks are allowed but this is not accounted for in your methodology.
Answer: Dr. Walton explained the uncertainties involved in this type of estimate. Said that he
has never seen a study that actually calculated it. There is not enough information.
Question: How are pavements designed? Which configuration?
Answer: explained the standard.
Question: Do you consider the road geometry such as narrow lane width and pavement edge
failures?
Answer: no; the 3 failures modes used were roughness (IRI0, rutting and fatigue cracking

Dr. Weissmann then explained data sources for bridge analysis, and how we overlap the
bridge data to the highway data, since the result must be $/VMT. Dr. Weissmann explained
inventory versus operating bridge ratings. The methodology compares moment envelopes of
OSOW load to the inventory load. It also calculates marginal cost. Moment ratios may cap the
analysis due to safety considerations.
The asset value of the bridge is estimated as $200/sq. ft. A federal study recommended that
11% of the cost is due to trucks. Dr. Weissmann showed the milk truck analysis from last
legislative session.
1.1.3 Case study summary Discussion
The workshop began a discussion session for dialogue with industry and other
representatives and to give a question and answer session. Note: numbered questions are from
audience.
Question 1

How do you incorporate consumption costs into a fee structure?
Dr. Walton noted he had never seen a fee structure that actually pays for all the damage.
Dr. Prozzi noted that this method uses Marginal pavement + bridge + safety costs per VMT.
The analysis is predicated on the concept of “If we could predict the OS/OW traffic, how much
stronger should the pavement be?” We then calculate the cost to build a pavement to withstand
such traffic. Dr. Prozzi mentioned several possible options to design a pavement based on lifecycle-costs to illustrate why it is not practical to do such analyses in this case.
Question 2

Does TxDOT consider overweight traffic when designing a pavement?
Dr. Prozzi noted that it was very difficult to estimate traffic over 20 years. We work with
averages. TxDOT uses traffic volume and weigh in motion data to determine average truck
weights for a given vehicle class. Districts must provide additional information to the
Transportation Planning & Programming Division if a local heavy truck generator (such as a
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quarry, landfill, or ready mix plant) exists along a route for which pavement design traffic data is
requested.
Dr. Weissmann noted that bridges have a design life that is consumed depending on the
moment ratio and the materials. We do the analysis on a bridge by bridge basis.
Question 3

For the determination of traffic routing and traffic routes, especially for non-routed permits
how do you take into account routes if you don’t have that information?
Dr. Prozzi: this is not a big issue. The variation of pavement structures impacts more on
the analysis.
Dr. Prozzi stated that the general trend is Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement
(CRCP) is very robust and marginal cost is lower than flexible pavements. However, the initial
construction cost of CRCP is much higher than for many flexible pavements, thus CRCP is
typically used on very high traffic routes in metro areas where closing a lane of traffic to perform
repairs or rehabilitation is expensive. Thus, in first 20 years of pavement life CRCP pavements
may not require much maintenance whereas a flexible pavement might require an overlay. Each
site has its own conditions such as climate, subgrade soil, traffic, local materials availability etc.
Dr. Weissmann noted that it depends on the project objectives. Sometimes we are asked to
analyze one or more particular corridors. If not, the options are:
(1) a random route assignment to estimate the mileage,
(2) cost/VMT by road class and/or county and/or region and/or urban/rural area. The only
way to take into account actual routes is if the industry puts a GPS in each truck, prepares a georeferenced database of passes over each route, and give it to us.
Question 4

Panhandle traffic. There are less OS/OW there than in the rest of Texas, especially East
Texas.
The team noted that engineers are aware of that and take that into account in the design and
construction.
Question 5

A representative from the timber industry indicated that his trucks have been weighed by
DPS using portable scales, found to be overweight which resulted in a fine. However, when the
truck arrived at the sales location, it was weight 2,000 lbs lighter - what can be done about this?
Question is outside the scope of this project, suggested to talk to DPS.
Dr. Walton then asked a question of our audience. Is there any guidance with respect to
upcoming proposed configurations we should consider in our analyses?
Nobody suggested a configuration.
Question 6

Whether or not we consider a reduction in number of trucks if they are allowed to be
heavier, and if not, why.
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Dr. Walton noted that neither Texas nor the federal agencies have done a cost allocation
study in quite a while. Other states have. We don’t have this information or the data to estimate
the reduction. It is believed that such reductions do not matter because the baseline trucks have no
fee at all.
Dr. Murphy gave an example that occurred in Illinois where soy bean farmers, container
trucks and rail took advantage of the new sealed ocean container permit process to create new
opportunities and market for the industry and eventually increased the numbers of trucks in the
area. Empty ocean containers were used to transport soy beans from the field to intermodal rail
yards where they were shipped to the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence Sea Way for international
export.
Question 7

The industry would prefer to know which vehicle configurations would be better for the
infrastructure, so that we could decide what to do.
Dr. Murphy stated that we looked at what other states are doing so we suggest, but we still
need your input as to whether or not you are interested.
Dr. Walton noted that it is important to get ahead of this curve. Investments are required
on both parts.
Question 8

Can we use the library in reverse, i.e. to make recommendations on how to design
pavements and bridges?
Mark McDaniel of Austin District at TxDOT briefly mentioned pavement design
(AASHTO), Rider 36 and other studies’ methodology. He explained that the library objective is
the fiscal impacts. Mr. McDaniel agreed with the assertion that industry runs their own analyses.
Question 9

We look at 20-year design lives. Can we use the tool in reverse to see what the savings
would be?
Mr. McDaniel noted that typically when we run the analysis and find that the consumption
is greater than for normal traffic it is a shortening of the structural life. For example, it is not
economical to rebuild roads affected to withstand heavier trucks. It would be too expensive.
Comment from audience

Statements like “we don’t have the money” can be interpreted as implying “therefore we
will make you (the trucking industry) give it to us (State Government).”
Dr. Murphy noted that Texas issues over 800,000 permits per year. It is impossible to
predict what will happen globally in the next 20 years that may create the need for heavy loads.
Examples: a tsunami in Japan resulted in the immediate need for heavy electrical transformers that
moved westward across Texas to California. Hundreds of wind turbines have been constructed in
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different areas of the state which resulted in unplanned, new OS/OW loads traveling to west and
central Texas.
The audience indicated that shale fracking and oil production in the Permian Basin,
Eagleford and Barnett Shale plays had significantly increased OS/OW truck traffic in regions of
the state.
Question 10

There is a finite amount of cattle that we transport. If you increase weight limit we will
decrease the number of trucks.
Dr. Murphy stated that we must consider the larger picture. For example, silage which is
an agricultural product and therefore can take advantage of higher weight limits is needed to feed
the cattle and other livestock and is often being transported on load zoned FM roads. This can
result in unplanned expensive repairs which a district must address due to safety concerns – this
means other planned projects must be delayed to repair the damaged routes. These routes are often
damaged by custom harvesting operations that are located out of state, travel to Texas for the
Summer and Fall harvests and then move north through Oklahoma until they reach Canada. Thus,
the custom harvesters have made money as has the location agricultural community but the district
is left trying to fund the repairs with no additional money.
Mr. McDaniel noted that TxDOT must look at the overall network: cargo fleets into ports,
containers that potentially could go anywhere. That is what complicates the consumption analyses.

1.2 Closing
Trent wrapped up by noting that if TxDOT is called out to testify as witness, it will say
what the impacts are. The turnaround for analysis is very quick, sometimes less than 5 days.
TxDOT will use the library as reference.
TxDOT is advocating neither against nor for OSWO, all TxDOT does is provide
information for the legislature to make decisions.

1.3 Workshop Attendee Lists
A list of workshop attendees can be found in Appendix A to this Technical Memo.

1.4 Workshop Powerpoint
The workshop powerpoint presentation is attached as a separate appendix to this Technical
Memorandum.

1.5 Other Meetings
A follow up discussion with Bob Fogarty – an engineer with Cheetah Chassis has resulted
in his offer to conduct a workshop in Austin, his company’s expense, which he calls ‘Chassis and
Container 101’. This workshop was developed to help educate a broad based audience in the design
and operational consideration related to container chassis.
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Bob indicated he is available in April – The research team has developed a tentative date
for the workshop, which would be paired with a workshop for project 0-6820 subject to further
discussions with TxDOT.
In addition, prior to the SLA Workshop and after the Workshop, opportunities to visit
industry trade groups or specific companies were extended to CTR/UTSA researchers.
A meeting was held with the Texas Trucking Association – Intermodal Committee on
March 8 in Houston at the Gulf Intermodal Company headquarters. Due to scheduling conflicts
Dr. Mike Murphy was the only representative available to meet that day. The meeting included
the following individuals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

John Esparza (CEO – TxTA)
Les Findeisen (Government Relations – TxTA)
Mark Borskey – Borkey Government Relations LLC
Marcia Faschingbauer – Excargo
BJ Tarver – Gulf Winds International
Chester Loth – EMTL (Empire Truck Lines)
Will Conner – Gulf Intermodal
Rick Maddox – Canal Cartage
Brian Fielkow CEO - Jetco Delivery
Name unknown – container chasis pool operator

Name unknown - representative of container chassis truck drivers.

The main discussion points of the meeting included:













Discussed a number of issues relating to a heavy container corridor in Houston. There is
not a consensus within the Committee whether an overweight corridor (like those at
Brownsville, HCRMA etc.) or even the container bill is in the best interests of the trucking
companies or those who operate the chassis pool(s).
Experience in other states has been that additional fees could be charged to customers
for overweight containers in the 1st year and perhaps the 2nd; after than the customers
refuse to pay the additional cost because it is now standard practice.
Customers may refuse to pay increased costs associated with permit fees even if they can
transport more load. One committee member indicated that if the contents of 5
containers can be carried in 4 heavier trucks, he's lost business, not increased it.
Private truckers that haul containers are often not paid anymore to haul heavier loads
which increases their costs (fuel, tires, maintenance, and affects safety.
The group thinks that the over weight containers are mainly of interest to the pelletized
resin manufacturers. Other industries that are not transporting loads in containers might
want the same rules to apply to them so that they can haul oil field equipment, etc. at the
same costs.
I was asked why we did not consider the benefit of fewer trucks due to the increased
load. I responded by saying that we don't know what the consequences of allowing
heavier containers might be - in Illinois, soy bean farmers worked with container
companies, truckers and rail to fill empty containers moved by truck from the field to a
rail yard for shipment overseas. Their market was expanded, but this resulted in more,
not fewer trucks on the road.
I was asked several times how increased weights would affect bridges in Houston. I gave
an overview of the bridge fatigue concepts but said that Jose would need to explain the
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details. I offered to have a meeting at CTR with the group to conduct a workshop on
pavement and bridge consumption concepts - these types of meetings can help each
group better understand the challenges and concerns to help unify the parties involved.
The group said that the following corridors would be of interest, but would send you an
email confirming these routes for consideration in project 0-6817.
 a) SH 225 from IH 610 to SH 146 (about 14.5 miles)
 b) SH 146 from US 90 to IH 45.(about 29.1 miles)



The group indicated that they would be interested in assessing these routes for 5 and 6
axle heavy containers including heavy 20' containers on 40' chassis, the Cheetah quad,
and a 20' slider chassis. I noted that 20' chassis in Houston include both short and longer
goose-neck units. Also there are split tandems operating in Houston, which may be
interesting to evaluate to compare consumption rates.
John Espinoza was interested in knowing about the brochure published by the governor's
office promoting the state's resin manufacturing capabilities.





Dr. Murphy visited the Barbours Cut Container Terminal and took a number of photos both
inside and outside the terminal of container chassis configurations and containers mounted on
chassis of various configurations.
•

•
•

During the photo session in Barbours Cut – Port Police met with Dr. Murphy and
requested him to talk to the Department of Homeland Security by phone to explain why
he was taking photos. Dr. Murphy was requested to obtain a letter from TxDOT on TxDOT
letter head advising of the purpose of the photo documentation. This letter was
supplemented by a request to take photos and other documentation.
Dr. Murphy was allowed to keep the photos he took which will be used to help analyze
configurations for HB 3061.
Dr. Murphy also traveled the length of SH 146 (South from US 90 to IH 45 and North from
IH 45 to IH 10E. He also traveled SH 225 West from SH 146 to IH 610 and East from IH 610
to SH 146. Though these trips were informative, it was raining heavily which obscured
some details. It was noted that an LTPP test section is still marked on SH 146 south of IH
10 that could be helpful regarding detailed pavement information if analysis of these
corridors is pursued.

In addition, after Workshop I, Mr. Thomas Howard with Domtar paper ((803-802-8041) ,
located in southern Arkansas met to discuss his company’s interest in the Container Bill to allow
paper products to be transported from a plant in southern Arkansas through a portion of Texas to
eastern destinations. In addition, Mr. Howard indicated that Domtar is interested in potential
container shipments to the Alliance Intermodal Yard in Dallas.
Further Daniel Waumach with Dow Chemical contacted Dr. Murphy to request a meeting
with Dow Chemical’s truck operations personnel regarding HB 3061. Daniel indicated that Dow
Chemical is interested in this Bill and would like to discuss their preferences. (512) 636-6243
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Appendix D: Ocean Container Analysis Summary
TARE WEIGHT
The weight of tractor for all configurations is assumed as 16,620 lbs, including 1,200 lbs for steer axle,
1,910 lbs for each axle in a drive axle group. The tare weights of each chassis configurations are listed
below, including 1,620 lbs for each axle in a tridem axle group, a tandem axle group, or a liftable axle:
NO.
Tare
Weight
Tractor
Weight
Chassis
Weight

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

21

22

23

24

24,980 24,980 24,980 25,980 23,980 23,980 23,980 28,320 28,320 28,320 29,940 29,940 29,496 31,406 29,156 31,066
16,620 16,620 16,620 16,620 16,620 16,620 16,620 16,620 16,620 16,620 16,620 16,620 15,996 17,906 15,996 17,906
8,360

8,360

8,360

9,360

7,360

7,360

7,360 11,700 11,700 11,700 13,320 13,320 13,500 13,500 13,160 13,160

OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS
In the analysis, the following are conducted:
For configuration NO. 1-7: Weight distributions for GVW of 80,000 lbs, 97,000 lbs, and maximum GVW
the configuration can carry were analyzed;
For configuration NO. 8-12: Weight distributions for GVW of 97,000 lbs, and maximum GVW the
configuration can carry were analyzed;
For configuration No. 21-24: Weight distributions for GVW of 80,000 lbs, 90,000 lbs, 97,000 lbs, 102,000
lbs and maximum GVW the configuration can carry were analyzed.

NO.

Container

Chassis
Length

Tandem
Spacing

Tridem
Spacing

Liftable
Axle

Violation
80,000
GVW*

Violation
90,000
GVW*

Violation
97,000 GVW*

Violation
102,000 GVW*

Maximum
GVW under
FBF

1

20'

40'11''

-

98''

-

None

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-3, 2-5,
2-6, 3-6, 4-6

-

84,000 lbs

2

20'

40'11''

-

109''

-

None

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-3, 2-5,
2-6, 3-6, 4-6

-

84,500 lbs

3

20'

40'11''

-

122''

-

None

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-5, 2-6,
3-6, 4-6

-

84,500 lbs

4

20'

53'

-

122''

-

None

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-6, 4-6

-

89,721 lbs

5

40'

40'

-

98''

-

None

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-5, 2-6,
3-6, 4-6

-

83,500 lbs

6

40'

40'

-

109''

-

None

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-5, 2-6,
3-6, 4-6

-

84,000 lbs

7

40'

40'

-

122''

-

None

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-5, 2-6,
3-6, 4-6

-

84,000 lbs
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NO.

Container

Chassis
Length

Tandem
Spacing

Tridem
Spacing

Liftable
Axle

Violation
80,000
GVW*

Violation
90,000
GVW*

Violation
97,000 GVW*

Violation
102,000 GVW*

Maximum
GVW under
FBF

8

40'

53'

-

98''

-

-

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-6, 4-6

-

87,745 lbs

9

40'

53'

-

109''

-

-

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-6, 4-6

-

88,640 lbs

10

40'

53'

-

122''

-

-

-

1-5, 1-6, 2-6, 4-6

-

89,663 lbs

11

40'

53'

-

122''

6,250 lbs

-

-

1-6, 1-7, 2-7

-

96,500 lbs

12

40'

53'

-

122''

11,000 lbs

-

-

1-6, 1-7, 2-7

-

96,500 lbs

21

40'

53'

-

122'

-

None

4-6

1-6, 2-6, 4-5, 4-6, 1-6, 2-3, 2-6, 3-6,
5-6
4-5, 4-6, 5-6

89,504 lbs

22

40'

53'

-

122'

-

None

5-7

2-7, 5-6, 5-7, 6-7

1-7, 2-7, 3-7, 5-6,
5-7, 6-7

97,000 lbs

23

40'

51'

-

128'

-

None

2-6, 4-6

1-6, 2-3, 2-6, 4-6

1-3, 1-5, 1-6, 2-3,
2-5, 2-6 4-5, 4-6,
5-6

89,999 lbs

24

40'

51'

-

128'

-

None

None

2-7, 5-7

1-7, 2-7, 3-7, 5-7

96,009 lbs

*All axle and inter-axle weights that violate the Bridge Formula B requirements are listed. Specifically, for GVW of 97,000, a group number in red
and bold represents cases where the inter-axle weight violates Bridge Formula but comply with SLA axle group weight requirements**.
**Accroding to the scope of the SLA study, the weight limits for trucks carrying ocean containers are 97,000 lbs for GVW, 20,000 lbs for single
axle, 34,000 lbs for tandem axle group, and 51,000 lbs for tridem axle group.
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Conf. 1: 40’11’’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 98’’
1-1.

80,000 lb GVW

D-3

1-2.

97,000 lb GVW

D-4

1-3.

Maximum Payload under U.S Bridge Formula

D-5

Conf. 2: 40’11’’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 109’’
2-1.

80,000 lb GVW

D-6

2-2.

97,000 lb GVW

D-7

2-3.

Maximum Payload under U.S Bridge Formula

D-8

Conf. 3: 40’11’’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 122’’
3-1.

80,000 lb GVW

D-9

3-2.

97,000 lb GVW

D - 10

3-3.

Maximum Payload under U.S Bridge Formula

D - 11

Conf. 4: 53’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 122’’
4-1.

97,0000 lb GVW

D - 12

4-2.

Maximum Payload under U.S Bridge Formula

D - 13

Conf. 5: 40’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 98’’
5-1.

80,0000 lb GVW

D - 14

5-2.

97,000 lbs GVW

D - 15

5-3.

Maximum Payload under U.S. Bridge Formula

D - 16

Conf. 6: 40’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 109’’
6-1.

80,000 lbs GVW

D - 17

6-2.

97,000 lb GVW

D - 18

6-3.

Maximum Payload under U.S. Bridge Formula

D - 19

Conf. 7: 40’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 122’’
7-1.

80,0000 lb GVW

D - 20

7-2.

97,0000 lb GVW

D - 21

7-3.

Maximum Payload under U.S. Bridge Formula

D - 22

Conf. 8: 53’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 98’’
8-1.

97,0000 lb GVW

D - 23

8-2.

Maximum Payload under U.S. Bridge Formula

D - 24

Conf. 9: 53’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 109’’
9-1.

97,0000 lb GVW

D - 25

9-2.

Maximum Payload under U.S. Bridge Formula

D - 26

Conf. 10: 53’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 122’’
10-1. 97,0000 lb GVW

D - 27

10-2. Maximum Payload under U.S. Bridge Formula

D - 28

Conf. 11: 53’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 122’’ liftable axle6250 lbs
11-1. 97,0000 lb GVW

D - 29

11-2. Maximum Payload under U.S. Bridge Formula

D - 30

Conf. 12: 53’ Chassis with tridem axle spacing 122’’ liftable axle11,000 lbs
12-1. 97,0000 lb GVW

D - 31

12-2. Maximum Payload under U.S. Bridge Formula

D - 32

Conf. 21: Mack Granite 6x4 axle forward Tractor, tandem axle,
180" wheel base; 53' Dionbilt X11 fixed 122’’ tridem axle chassis (no
liftable axles)
21-1. 80,000 lb GVW

D - 33

21-2. 90,000 lb GVW

D - 34

21-3. 97,000 lb GVW

D - 35

21-4. 102,000 lb GVW

D - 36

21-5. Maximum Payload under U.S Bridge Formula (need move container)

D - 37

Conf. 22: Mack Granite 8x6 axle forward Tractor, tridem axle, 230"
wheel base; 53' Dionbilt X11 fixed 122’’ tridem axle chassis (no lift
axles)
22-1. 80,000 lb GVW

D - 38

22-2. 90,000 lb GVW

D - 39

22-3. 97,000 lb GVW

D - 40

22-4. 102,000 lb GVW

D - 41

22-5. Maximum Payload under U.S Bridge Formula (need move container)

D - 42

Conf. 23: Mack Granite 6x4 axle forward Tractor, tandem axle,
180" wheel base; 51' Dionbilt X11 fixed 128’’ tridem axle chassis (no
lift axles)
23-1. 80,000 lb GVW

D - 43

23-2. 90,000 lb GVW

D - 44

23-3. 97,000 lb GVW

D - 45

23-4. 102,000 lb GVW

D - 46

23-5. Maximum Payload under U.S Bridge Formula (need move container)

D - 47

Conf. 24: Mack Granite 8x6 axle forward Tractor, tridem axle, 230"
wheel base; 51' Dionbilt X11 fixed 128’’ tridem axle chassis (no lift
axles)
24-1. 80,000 lb GVW

D - 48

24-2. 90,000 lb GVW

D - 49

24-3. 97,000 lb GVW

D - 50

24-4. 102,000 lb GVW

D - 51

24-5. Maximum Payload under U.S Bridge Formula (need move container)

D - 52

Appendix E: Analysis of Weight Distribution for 90, 000 lbs Milk
Truck
Tare Weight
The weight of tractor for the configurations changes based on the wheelbase, as well as how many axles
are on it. The trailer weight varies depending on number of axles, as well as the size of the tank used. The
tare weights of each configuration are shown below:
NO.
Total
Tare
Weight
Tractor
Weight
Trailer
Weight

1-1

1-2

2-1

2-2

2-3

28,500

29,400

30,000

31,500

31,500

16,000

17,000

17,000

18,500

17,000

12,500

12,400

13,000

13,000

14,500

Overview of Analysis
Truck
Configuration ID

Truck Description

GVW
(lbs)

Tare
Weight

FBF violations
(axle numbers)

Milk_1-1

5-axle truck with 6,300 gallon tank trailer 80,000 lbs GVW

80,000

28,500

1-5, 2-3, 4-5

Milk_1-2

5-axle truck with 6,500 gallon tank trailer 84,000 lbs GVW - agricultural exemption (12%
tolerance on one tandem)

84,000

29,400

1-5, 2-3, 2-5, 45

Milk_2-1

5-axle truck with 7,000 gallon tank trailer 90,000 lbs GVW

90,000

30,000

4, 5, 1-5, 2-3, 25, 4-5

Milk_2-2

6-axle truck with 7,000 gallon tridem axle tank
trailer - 90,000 lbs GVW

90,000

31,500

1-6, 2-6, 4-6

Milk_2-3

6-axle truck with 7,000 gallon trailer tridem
axle tractor - 90,000 lbs GVW

90,000

31,500

5, 6, 1-6, 2-6, 36, 5-6

Note: FBF violations marked in red are legal (as per the proposed bill, e.g. GVW)
and/or are within a small margin of error.

E-1

1-1 80,000 lbs GVW (5-axle tractor-trailer – 6,300 gallon tank)

1-2 84,000 lbs GVW (5-axle tractor-trailer with 6,500 gallon tank) – agricultural exemption
E-2

2-1 90,000 lbs GVW (5-axle tractor trailer with 7,000 gallon tank)

E-3

2-2. 90,000 lbs GVW (6-axle tractor trailer with 7,000 gallon tank, with triple-axle group on
trailer)
E-4

2-3. 90,000 lbs GVW (6-axle tractor trailer with 7,000 gallon tank, with triple-axle group on tractor)
E-5

E-6

Appendix F: Analysis of Axle Load Distribution for Ready Mix
Trucks
Overview of Analysis
FBF
violations
(axle
numbers)

Truck
Configuration ID

Truck Description

GVW (lbs)

Tare
weight

Ready mix_1-1

3-axle ready mix truck

46,800

30,000

2-3

Ready mix_1-2

3-axle ready mix Truck

62,800

30,000

2, 3, 1-3, 2-3

ReadyMix_1-3

3-axle ready mix truck

69,000

30,000

Ready mix_2-1

SU-4 4-axle ready mix truck with 1 booster axle

69,000

31,000

Ready mix_2-2

SU-4 4-axle ready mix truck with 1 pusher axle

69,000

32,000

Ready mix_2-3

SU-4 4-axle ready mix truck with 1 pusher axle

70,100

31,000

Ready mix_2-4

SU-4 4-axle ready mix truck with 1 booster axle

70,100

31,000

2, 3, 1-2, 1-3,
2-3
1, 1-3, 1-4, 23
3, 4, 1-4, 2-4,
3-4
3, 4, 1-4, 2-4,
3-4.
1, 1-2,1-3, 14, 2-3

Ready mix_3-2

SU-5 5-axle ready mix truck with 1 pusher axle
and 1 booster axle

69,000

34,000

none

Ready mix_3-3

SU-5 5-axle ready mix truck with 1 pusher axle
and 1 booster axle

70,500

34,000

1-4

Ready mix_4-2

SU-6 6-axle ready mix truck with 2 pusher axles
and 1 booster axle

69,000

33,000

none

Ready mix_4-3

SU-6 6-axle ready mix truck with 2 pusher axles
and 1 booster axle

75,500

36,000

1-5

Ready mix_5-2

SU-7 7-axle ready mix truck with 3 pusher axles
and 1 booster axle

69,000

35,000

none

Ready mix_5-4

SU-7 7-axle ready mix truck with 3 pusher axles
and 1 booster axle

80,000

38,000

none

F-1

1-1. 3 axle ready mix truck configuration with GVW 46,800 lbs

F-2

1-2. 3 axle ready mix truck configuration with GVW 62,800 lbs

F-3

1-3. 3 axle ready mix truck configuration with GVW 69,000 lbs

F-4

2-1. 4 axle ready mix truck configuration with 1 booster axle with GVW 69,000 lbs

F-5

2-2. 4 axle ready mix truck configuration with 1 pusher axle with GVW 69,000 lbs

F-6

2-3. 4 axle ready mix truck configuration with 1 pusher axle with GVW 70,100 lbs

F-7

2-4. 4 axle ready mix truck configuration with 1 booster axle with GVW 70,100 lbs

F-8

3-2. 5 axle ready mix truck configuration with GVW 69,000 lbs

F-9

3-3. 5 axle ready mix truck configuration with GVW 70,500 lbs

F - 10

4-2. 6 axle ready mix truck configuration with GVW 69,000 lbs

F - 11

4-3. 6 axle ready mix truck configuration with GVW 75,500 lbs

F - 12

5-2. 7 axle ready mix truck configuration with GVW 69,000 lbs

F - 13

5-4. 7 axle ready mix truck configuration with GVW 74,000 lbs

F - 14

Appendix G: Workshop II Sign-in Sheet

G-1

G-2

G-3

Appendix H: Workshop II Presentation

Oversize / Overweight Vehicle Workshop II
TxDOT D.C. Greer Building
Ric Williamson Hearing Room

July 18, 2016

IAC Manager – Tonia Norman
Project Management Blake Calvert
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Workshop II Agenda
1. Introduction and purpose of Workshop Presentations

Mike Murphy

2. Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) rules & international containers Robert Harrison
3. Container Truck SLA Configurations – analysis and discussion Jose Weissmann
4. Ready Mix Truck SLA Configurations – analysis and discussion Mike Murphy
5. Milk Tank Truck SLA Configurations – analysis and discussion Mike Murphy
6. Oil Well Service Rigs – discuss challenges / feedback

Mike & Jose

7. Open Discussion – Mike Murphy, Jose Weissmann, Jorge Prozzi, Robert Harrison

Introduction and purpose of Workshop Presentations
1. Ensure consistency of each configuration analysis
2. Present evaluated truck configurations – discuss analysis
3. Ask questions to clarify industry objectives and expectations
4. Obtain feedback from industry regarding additional factors
and/or configurations for consideration
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Truck analysis Information that will be presented
1. Description of configurations
2. Pavement and Bridge consumption values
a) Containers – Statewide, Harris County – 2 analyses
b) Ready mix trucks – Statewide, Metro counties
c) Milk Tank trucks – Statewide
d) Oil well service vehicles
3. Bridge impacts regarding posting requirements (in progress)

Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) Convention

IMPACTS FOR TEXAS LANDSIDE SUPPLY CHAINS
Robert Harrison
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SOLAS
•
•
•
•

International Maritime Organization (ILO)
Convention has 162 Signatories
SOLAS Container VGM laws began July 1 2016
Requires the shipper recorded on the Bill of Lading to verify the gross mass
(VGM) of each loaded containers
• Marine Carriers will not allow a loaded container without a VGM to be
moved onboard at the terminal
• Currently daily around 300,000 loaded containers are impacted globally
• Essentially most container terminals in the world (including Houston) have
refused to weigh containers on port premises
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Highway Enforcement Issues
• Any loaded imported container will have a VGM
• At some point in the supply chain exported containers will
need to have a GVM before entering port terminals
• The VGM can be completed in two ways
• Almost all loaded container commodities can be accurately
estimated at the point of loading without a truck weigh scale
• The challenge of shippers, dray companies and enforcement is
to insure the VGM is adequately distributed across the chassis
and tractor while on the highway portion of the supply chain.

Container Chassis and Bridge
Consumption
31 Configurations Evaluated

97,000 lb GVW
40’ ocean container

109”

80,000 lb GVW

20’ ocean
container

122”

José Weissmann and Angela J. Weissmann
University of Texas at San Antonio
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Data Sources
Federally mandated bridge
inventory
BRINSAP/NBI

TxDOT’s Roadway Highway
Inventory Network
RHINO

Bridge data
Highway classification
Urban/rural
County

Roadway segment mileage
Highway classification
Urban/rural
County

Road Segments and Bridges (GIS System)
RHINO

BRINSAP

TEXAS

On System
22,118 Bridge Structures
Asset Value: $80 billion

MEXICO
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Data Preparation
1.

Assign a consistent urban/rural classification for
bridges BRINSAP/NBI (some inconsistencies resolved
manually)

2.

Harmonize highway classifications (RHINO and
BRINSAP) Example: BRINSAP uses value 15 for both
FM and RM. RHINO separates FM and RM

3.

Result: Assign the same highway classification to
bridges and RHINO segments
University of Texas at San Antonio

Calculations
1. RHINO: total alignment mileage in each county,
urban/rural area, and highway classification
2. BRINSAP: number of bridges in each county,
urban/rural area, and highway classification
3. Handle parallel bridges. Rhino provides only
alignment center line miles
University of Texas at San Antonio
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Structural Analysis
• Objective: bridge consumption costs per mile,
in each highway class, by urban/rural area and
by county.
• Concepts: ratings, moments, fatigue
• Formulas
• Results
University of Texas at San Antonio

Each Bridge has a Rated Capacity
Recorded in the Database (HS Loading)
Inventory Rating
Operating Rating

University of Texas at San Antonio
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Bridge Fatigue Concepts
General Formulation of Fatigue

Log N = C – m Log S
m

§ M OSOW ·
¸
ConsumptionRatio ¨¨
¸
© M Inventory ¹

m
N Inventory S OSOW
N
m
N
N OSOW S Inventory
Inventory
OSOW

 Minventory, MOSOW—Live load moments for the Inventory Rating load and OSOW configuration
respectively (surrogate for the stress range)
 Consumption Ratio — Consumption factor for the OSOW load relative to the Inventory Rating load
for one passage of the OSOW load
 m — Constant dependent on material and bridge detail
 N — Number of allowable cycles to failure
 S — Stress range

University of Texas at San Antonio

Computerized Bending Moment Envelopes
Calculation of Minventory and MOSOW for network of thousands of bridges
Uses BRINSAP/NBI data

m

§ M
·
ConsumptionRatio ¨¨ OSOW ¸¸
© M Inventory ¹
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N
N

Inventory
OSOW

Bridge Consumption – Asset Value
• Asset Value = Deck Area x 230 $/sqft
• How much of the Asset Value is Heavy Truck responsibility ?
• Federal Highway Cost Allocation Study

Detailed Results for One Container
Configuration Hudspeth Conty

97,000 lb GVW
40’ ocean container

109”

University of Texas at San Antonio
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Detailed Results for One Container
Configuration Harris County

97,000 lb GVW
40’ ocean container

109”

University of Texas at San Antonio

Detailed Results for One Container
Configuration Harris vs Hudspeth County

97,000 lb GVW
40’ ocean container

109”

Harris County

Hudspeth County

University of Texas at San Antonio
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Bridges Expected to be Above Operating
Rating Harris County

97,000 lb GVW
40’ ocean container

109”

University of Texas at San Antonio

Summary

And Yes the Presentation is almost
Over
• Developed computerized methodology to calculate bridge
consumption per mile using county mileage per functional
class and bridge fatigue concepts.
• Calculated tables for bridge consumption per mile,
summarizing the results for a library of vehicle
configurations: Container Chassis, Milk Trucks, Ready Mix
Trucks.
• Results are summarized by county, functional class, urban
or rural. Percentages of bridges probably exceeding
operating rating are also summarized.
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Pavement Consumption Analysis Concepts

• DarWin ME is used to evaluate specific distress types
of interest to pavement engineers with regard to axle
configurations and loads applicable to this study
• Roughness (IRI), rutting and fatigue cracking were
chosen to evaluate consumption
• Each distress type may yield a different consumption
rate $ / VMT over a 20 year period
• The average consumption $ / VMT for roughness,
rutting and fatigue cracking was computed

Consumption cost $/VMT using the UT-CTR pavement analysis methods
Calculated based on the additional pavement structure needed to achieve the
pavement design life considering increased loads associated with the specific
Vehicle configuration
2-in
Overlay
2”
Overlay

HMA
Surface
HMA Surface

HMA Surface
Surface
HMA

Flexbase
Flexbase

Flexbase
Flexbase

Treated Subgrade
Treated
Subgrade

TreatedSubgrade
Subgrade
Treated

Natural
NaturalSubgrade
Subgrade

Natural Subgrade
Natural
Subgrade
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Ready Mix Trucks

3-axle ready mix truck – State Exemption 69,000 lbs, with permit up to 25,300 lb steer, 50,600 lb tandem
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4-axle ready mix truck (SU 4) proposed weight 70,100 lbs GVW

5-axle ready mix truck (SU 5) proposed weight 70,500 lbs GVW
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6-axle ready mix truck (SU 6) proposed weight 75,500 lbs GVW

7-axle ready mix truck (SU 7) proposed weight 80,000 lbs GVW
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Ready Mix Truck Analysis

Milk tank trucks
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5-axle tractor trailer 80,000 lb GVW

– Configuration 1-1

5% over gross vehicle weight and 12% axle tolerance – Configuration 1-2
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5-axle tractor trailer 90,000 lb GVW

– Configuration 2-1

6-axle tractor tridem trailer 90,000 lb GVW – Configuration 2-2
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6-axle tridem tractor tandem trailer 90,000 lb GVW – Configuration 2-3

Milk Tank Truck Analysis Spreadsheet
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7,500 gallon Capacity - tank tare weight 14,365 lbs

Oil Well Service Vehicles
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Configuration

Well Servicing unit descriptions

Estimated % on-system
bridges above operating
rating

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Base case 3-axle unit (Legal Load limit) 54,000 GVW
3-axle unit at 90,000 GVW
3-axle unit at 94,500 GVW
4-axle unit
5-axle unit
6-axle unit
7-axle unit

12
80
100
100
93
93
72

94,500 lbs GVW
*2’ -2”

*

*

23’ - 4”

4’ - 6” 4’ - 6”

30’ – 0”
38’ – 8”

Twin Steer axle
60,000 lb

Tridem axle
69,000 lbs

* * *2’-3”

20’-3”
24’-9”

Single steer axle
31,500 lbs

Discussion
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4’-6”

Tandem axle
63,000 lbs

Appendix I: Workshop II Notes
1. Opening remarks
2. Presentations and Discussions
a. Dr. Mike Murphy gave the introduction and workshop agenda, including presenters’
names, and the workshop objectives overview.
b. Mr. Robert Harrison talked about Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) rules & international
containers. From July 1 2016, SOLAS Container VGM laws requires shippers recorded
on the Bill of Lading to verify the gross mass (VGM) of each loaded containers. Robert
Harrison also discussed the impact on weight enforcement issues.
Question 1 Area L: Are these containers sealed when they go on ships? Or can
weight be added after the ports are shown a document with a certain weight value on
it?
Mr. Robert Harrison: They are sealed, so no one can add further weight.
c. Dr. Jose Weissmann discussed Container Truck SLA Configurations and bridge
consumption analysis. 31 configurations have been evaluated. Chassis types and how the
containers are put on truck bed impact the results.
The goal of the bridge analysis is to estimate consumption $ /mile for all bridges and all
configurations. Input types needed for the analysis include structural bridge data and
bridge asset value, mileage data, and location. The team retrieved inventory load stored in
BRINSAP, calculated the moment envelope, and compared it to the load under analysis.
Bridge densities are lower in west Texas; Dr. Weissmann discussed how this affects the
consumption /mile. He mentioned that summarized results that would be available in the
library.
Dr. Jose Weissmann explained that 3 bridge consumption analyses were performed:
• Statewide average consumption
• Harris County – all state maintained functional class routes
• Harris County – all high functional class routes.
Dr. Weissmann indicated that bridge density or the number of bridges per mile affects
that bridge consumption rate depending on whether the analysis is conducted in a rural
county such as Hudspeth or a metro county such as Harris.
Dr. Weissmann discussed the bridge analysis concepts used to compute consumption on
the basis of fatigue stress or bending moment analysis. The statewide analysis is based
on travel over all on-system state maintained bridges and the associated route mileage.
The consumption information is determined based on the total consumption divided by
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the route mileage to provide $ / VMT for bridges in each county for each roadway
functional class.
A case study was presented for a 6-axle 97,000 lb 40’ container and the consumption
rates discussed with regard to the differences in bridge densities.
We will be analyzing containers that operate on the West Coast in California and
Washington State at heavier weight limits.
Mike Murphy: Regarding the West Coast configurations, we would like to show industry
some of the configurations that are being operated to obtain your feedback: A range of
photos showing various heavy weight container configurations were shown.
Question 2 Area C (Older Gentleman with cane): You want us to tell you what
configuration to use? We thought you were going to tell us.
Response: We need to understand if these configurations might present some
constraint to your operations since you currently operate different chassis and tractor
types. For example, note that many of tractors running on the West Coast are much
longer wheel base than we've seen in Houston and often have a lift axle.
The overall tractor - chassis length is greater - could this result in geometric problems
inside Barbours Cut as you move from one station to the other in the process of
getting your container approved and off loaded for shipment? Thus the question of
configurations that work not only applies to load, but also geometrics turning radius
and potentially other factors.
We can analyze these configurations for axle and gross vehicle weights considering
97k, but will that configuration work for you?
Question 3 What factors are you considering when looking at these configurations;
……load?
Mike Murphy Response: As Dr. Weissmann, Dr. Prozzi and I have discussed, we are
looking at every configuration in terms of pavement consumption, bridge
consumption and number of bridges that would require posting depending on the
functional class system.
Question 4 Trucking Industry-- It is really chicken or the egg. We need to know
what you are recommending so we can determine if that will work for us or
not. What direction have you been given from the legislature?
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Dr. Mike Murphy: Determine configurations that will minimize impacts to
infrastructure ($/VMT) and minimize impacts for potential bridge postings.
Trucking Industry: You should go ahead and look at what they are running on the
West Coast and include your recommended configurations in the analysis.
Response: We will continue to examine the different configurations and chassis
designs to arrive at some general recommendations for lower $/VMT configurations
with lower bridge posting issues.
d. Dr. Mike Murphy briefly discussed that previously, pavement designers had relied on the
Equivalent Single Axle Load concept developed at the AASHO roadtest to determine
required pavement thickness. The ESAL and the concept of serviceability were
developed at the Road Test; serviceability essentially is pavement roughness which is the
primary factor used by the public to evaluate how good a job the DOT is doing.
However, the ESAL concept is complex and not easy to explain to the public. In
addition, pavement engineers are interested to know about other distresses such as rutting
which is an indicator of structural problems and a safety concern due to hydroplaning the
pavement consumption models which are based on 3 failure criteria: International
Roughness Index (IRI), rutting, and fatigue cracking.
e. Dr. Mike Murphy presented Ready Mix Truck SLA Configurations and consumption
analysis results for both bridges and pavement. He mentioned that the total number of
ready mix trucks is decreasing (11,000 at the time of the Rider 36 Study and ~ 9,200 now
in Texas) and this was due to Ready Mix companies updating their fleet to newer, more
fuel efficient trucks. Though the trend is still decreasing, based on a discussion with a
major Ready Mix supplier, the trend will bottom out and the number of ready mix trucks
in Texas will increase in the future. The construction industry is very strong in Texas
compared to other states.
f. CTR team used Load Xpert software to make sure the trucks are properly configured, and
the loads are properly distributed among axles/ axle groups for the configurations
included in the library.
Ready mix trucks can carry up to 69,000 lb GVW under the state exemption. UT-CTR
examined the TxDMV 2060 overaxle weight tolerance permit database and found that
only about 3% of permits are sold to ready mix companies. A new permit for 3-axle
ready mix trucks was authorized during the last legislative session with allows 3-axle
ready mix trucks to operate with up to a 50,600 lb tandem or 25,300 lb steer. Axle.
Based on the UT-CTR analysis we were unable to achieve the legal 54,000 lb limit for a
ready mix truck considering how the load is transmitted from the drum to the chassis
through pedestals at the impeller (front) and roller bearing (rear) sections of the truck; the
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3-axle truck maxed out at 34,000 lbs on the tandem before reaching 20,000 lbs on the
steer axle. The same was true when evaluating the ready mix truck at 69,000 lbs GVW,
the tandems maxed out at 46,000 lbs and was only able to achieve 63,000 lbs GVW. It
was only when the new 3-axle ready mix truck permit was applied that a 3-axle ready
mix truck could achieve 69,000 lbs GVW.
Additional analyses were performed for the SU4 (4-axle) 70,100 lb, SU5 (5-axle) 70,500
lb, SU6 (6-axle) 75,500 lb and SU7 (7-axle) 80,000 lb GVW ready mix trucks proposed
under a previous bill. Each ready mix truck configuration, including the 3-axle trucks
were evaluated for statewide, and the top 20 counties in terms of registered ready mix
trucks (which comprise over 80% of all registrations) for pavement and bridge
consumption. The consumption rates are much higher in the 20 counties which are
predominately metro and thus have high bridge densities.
The team has visually observed over 34,000 trucks statewide to determine fleet
compositions within metro and urban areas and along routes connecting these cities. We
also have obtained 2-hr samples of truck data in multiple locations including ready mix
plants, material plants, landfills and so forth.
From the observation, there are a greater number of 3-axle ready trucks than SHVs and it
has been noted that some companies only operate 3-axle ready mix trucks. Based on a
discussion with a major ready mix supplier, their fleet is composed of 60% 3-axle trucks
and 40% SU5s; they have no current plans to purchase SU6s or SU7s. Based on
statewide data collection we have observed a few SU6s operating in the Houston area but
have not seen SU7s.
Question 5 Area D: what is the relevance of the results to industry? What is an
acceptable level of the consumption rate?
Dr. Mike Murphy: We investigate the relationships between trucks operating at the
current legal load limits and proposed heavier trucks. We provide information about
the consumption rates of legal trucks as the ‘base line’ and the consumption rates of
the heavier trucks to compare consumption ratio to standard trucks. The baseline
truck has a cost ratio of 1.00; a configuration with a cost ratio of 2.00 has twice the
consumption rate.
This analysis is contracted by TxDOT State Legislative Affairs and will be used by
TxDOT and used to inform legislative policy makers on request. We are meeting
with representatives of the trucking industry now to obtain your feedback on the
analysis to ensure that we are not missing any important factors. You will be
provided with this same information for your use in discussing proposed legislation.
The University does not make policy decisions or recommendations. Our
responsibility is to ensure we are evaluating configurations accurately, consistently
and are taking into account all of the flexibility that the trucker has in adjusting loads
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to be legal. When we are analyzing a configuration, our goal is to achieve
distribution of the load among the axle groups to meet the FBF requirements and then
to achieve the minimum consumption rates.
We are asking the industry to ensure we are on target and getting input in case we are
missing something.
Blake Calvert: TxDOT SLA must provide what it will cost the state to run these
trucks and still keep roads safe for the truckers and other road users. Fees are up to
the legislature. The goal is to estimate the true cost and what are the impacts. What
they decide to do at the Capitol with these studies is not our task. We are arming them
with the best information possible as a state agency.
Question 6 Rich Szecy – Texas Aggregates and Concrete Association (asked for
clarification) when SU4 goes up to SU5, there’s only a 400lb increase in the max
weight?
Dr. Mike Murphy: Correct. However, keep in mind that we were unable to
determine how to configure an SU4 either with a single pusher or booster axle and
meet FBF requirements. The SU5 adds an additional axle and is FBF compliant.
Rich Szecy: What is the difference in consumption?
Dr. Mike Murphy: adding an axle reduces the consumption rate by about 10¢/VMT.
Question 7 Mark McDaniel asked: how are you determining whether a triple axle
will be 17-17-8 or 14-14-14 (weight distributions)?
Dr. Mike Murphy: We’re analyzing the configurations according to what we see in
practice. The state legal tridem axle load is 42,000 lbs and the assumption is that the
load is equally distributed among the 3-axles (14, 14, 14); however on a ready mix
truck, the additional lift axle is not set by load, the operator reads a chart on the truck
and sets the lift axle airbag pressure depending on the number of CY the truck is
carrying. Thus, a tridem on a ready mix truck typically has a lower load on the
pusher than the fixed tandems; but this varies: when a booster axle is lowered the axle
load distributions can change. However, as mentioned before during the discussion
about the 3-axle trucks we may be missing something, so if any of the trucking
industry representatives knows differently, please don’t hesitate to help us out.
Comments
Dr. Mike Murphy: The study determines bridge-formula-compliant configurations that
are realistic, and then the configurations were sent to pavement and bridge analysis. The
objective here is to get your input and see if we are missing something when coming up
with configurations for analysis.
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Blake Calvert: We are trying to create an open line of conversation between TxDOT,
researchers and industry. If you have a configuration you want to run, we can analyze it.
g. Dr. Mike Murphy showed Milk Tank Truck SLA Configurations and consumption
analysis results for both bridge and pavement. The milk tank truck analysis only
considered statewide values – we know where the dairies and processing plants are
located but the operations are over longer distances thus we cannot; at present, determine
the routes along which milk tankers operate. I’ve seen them on US 281, US 183 and on
IH 35.
Question 8 Dr. Mike Murphy: Is the industry interested in raw milk pickup tankers or
sanitary food grade tankers?
Areas B and C: milk industry is interested more in the sanitary food grade milk
tankers, as they had not seen the other type very often outside farms.
Question 9 Area C: We’ve recently read that federal law now allows milk to be
considered a non-divisible load so that trucks can run at full tank capacity on the
Interstate; 17 states were previously allowed this exemption), but now Texas has been
included so we can operate heavier milk tankers on interstate highways. Are the
standards for IH the same, and did you take this into account in your analysis?
Dr. Mike Murphy: IH’s can vary from region to region due to soil, climate, traffic
loading and other factors. For example in Houston about 60% of their network is
Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement, while IH 35 in Austin is primarily
flexible pavement. There are sections of IH 10 headed toward El Paso that are
actually surface treated pavements due to lower truck volumes. Thus if industry
wants to operate along specific Interstate Routes it would be best to provide Blake
with the routes that are of interest.
Question 10 Area C: Are you also considering county roads in your analysis?
Dr. Mike Murphy: This analysis is for on-system roadways and bridges, and does not
include county roads. But we can provide results for a certain highway classes.
Question 11 Area C: (older gentleman with a cane) So you are letting the counties
figure out how to handle heavier trucks themselves?
Dr. Murphy: Our contract with SLA is to evaluate the Texas on-system network. In
any case, counties typically do not have the type of details for pavements that would
be necessary for the analyses we perform; TxDOT has pavement information stored
in their Pavement Management Information System and we can access plan sets to
obtain information about pavements along specific routes. TxDOT is responsible for
maintaining the bridge inventory database statewide, local county government
typically does not have the staff to perform bridge inspections or to collect and
manage the data that is needed.
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Dr. Jose Weissmann: Bridge results by highway class are already in the library.
Dr. Prozzi and Dr. Murphy: Give us routes, guidance, weight limits, etc. (through
Blake), and we’ll try our best.
h. Dr. Mike Murphy and Dr. Jose Weissmann talked about challenges for Oil Well Service
Rigs analysis. Special trip-based permits are sold for Oil Well Service Rigs with high
GVW. Heavy loads and a high percentage of the bridges would have to be posted if the
operations were to be continuous. We did not calculate consumption for these cases.
These trucks are very expensive. Some very old oil well service rigs are still operating
though the original company that built them is no longer in service. This means that the
information about weights, wheel bases and other factors may be hard to find. New units
have completely different configurations and we are able to obtain factory brochures and
information to properly analyze these rigs. We would like to know what configurations
the industry is most interested in.
Question 12 Area K: Some configurations are above operating rating for all bridges.
How do they get special permits?
Dr. Weissmann: Operating rating is when you allow unlimited operations. When it is
a one-time pass, the bridge division does a detailed analysis of the route and decides
if the once in a while pass can be permitted or not.
Question 13 Area J: Trent Thomas The slide shows there isn’t a single on-system
bridge that this could go across? How does that work?
Dr. Weissmann: There’s a significant difference between continuous usage and onetime. Continuously, these loads over these bridges would be a problem, but it’s a
different story if it’s routed.
Note: After the Workshop, Rich Szecy spoke to Dr. Murphy and advise him that he
was the industry representative that submitted the bill based on the needs of a single
company – however, that company is now bankrupt – and other oil field industry
leaders didn’t understand what this company was trying to achieve. You can forget
about this issue.
3. Open Discussions
Question 14 Dr. Mike Murphy: Is there any other potential type of trucks that industry
are interested in? What I mean is, to prepare for the next legislative session, are their
other industries (different commodities) that may submit bills requesting higher weight
limits?
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Area V: We think Mobile Cranes are something that are of interest, as well as the TX
Crane Owners Association, and we would like to add to the discussion. There’s been lots
of changes in this field, with new technology and other things, and we’d like to be a part
of this.
Dr. Murphy: Great! Please send information to Blake. Also, just to clarify, were you
interested in the large mobile cranes – I saw a 6-axle Liebherr on IH 35 this morning
along with about 5 5-axle step deck support trucks; or are you also interested in truck
cranes? By truck cranes, I have seen standard 3-axle SHV and twin steer trucks with a
crane mounted – these are quite different from a mobile crane.
Area V: Both.
Dr. Prozzi: We need to work closely with industry contacts, especially for the mobile
cranes because of the uniqueness of the tires.
Josh Winegarner – Texas Cattle Feeders Association: We are interested in heaver trucks
for livestock and grain. We will be more competitive with other states if we can haul
heavier loads within Texas and across state lines. Other states have higher weight limits
for livestock trailer for example.
Mike Murphy: Can you provide specifics? I have collected site data at the Junction of
US 287 and IH 44 in Wichita Falls and have seen livestock trailers running between
Amarillo and Ft. Worth. Where do these trucks primarily run?
Josh Winegarner: I can take you outside town here in Austin and show you where
livestock trucks are running.
Mike Murphy: In order to do the analysis we need specifics. I’ve seen 2 level livestock
trucks and single level livestock trucks – are you interested in the same weight limits for
both?
Jose Winegarner: The single level trailers are for heavier cows and bulls. The two level
trailers are for smaller, feeder cattle; we likely would want different weight limits for the
different trailers. Probably somewhere between 90 – 95,000 lbs.
Mike Murphy: In order to perform the analysis we will need specific weight limits for
each configuration – it is too complicated and too many variables for us to consider a
weight range for a specific configuration.
Josh Winegarner: I’ll talk to our people and we will provide you with specifics.
Mike Murphy: Are the trailers you are currently using able to carry more cows – you are
just maxing out on legal load?
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Josh Weingarner: That’s correct, we could carry more cows in the trailers we already
have.
Mike Murphy: Please send them to Blake, he will review them and send the proposed
analysis to us……but keep in mind, this contract ends in October.
Dr. Mike Murphy: Another factor is that I’ve seen tandem axles on livestock trucks
spaced at 54” and split tandems at 109” I’ve never seen a tridem axle livestock truck in
Texas – would industry support a tridem livestock trailer/
Josh Winegarner – As was already said – the trailer manufacturers will build whatever we
ask them to build – but the law has to be in place before we make the investment – you
haven’t seen any tridem livestock trailers in Texas because there’s no incentive.
Mike Murphy: What about the grain trailers – what configuration and weight limit?
Jose Winegarner: Likely a similar weight limit to the Livestock trailers – we are talking
about the hopper type trailers.
Rob Harrison – the hopper trailers are very efficient and are already in operation.
Essentially, the truck drives over a grated system, opens the hopper and the grain drops
into a collection system which transports it to the silo.
Dr. Mike Murphy: I’ve seen these types of grain trucks, but I’ve also seen live-bottom
units that dump out of the back. The only reason the operations of the trailer is important
relates to the tare weight of the trailer. If you are using both belly dumps and belt trailers,
we need to know.
Josh Winegarner: I’ll ask this question.
Question 15 Colin Parrish: I will not talk about the policy aspects of it, since that isn’t
your call. In this presentation, the results of this analysis give a $ value, that says is
assigning VMT fee in comparison to standard truck. However, it doesn’t take the
commodity (or its value) into account. Also, wouldn’t the increase in the max weight
allowed result in a reduction of the number of trucks out there? I suggest to assign a
reduction rate because there will be less trucks.
Dr. Murphy: We weren’t tasked with answering that question. Response: We discussed
the fact that projecting the potential impacts to changes in truck size and weight are
difficult at best.....in most cost allocation studies there is not an adjustment made for
potential reductions in number of truck loads. A law that allows increased truck weights
might attract new business and increase the number of containers moving at Houston or
along IH 45 / IH 10.
In fact, right now at 80,000 lb GVW, I’ve seen many flat beds and car transporters
running empty or with partial loads – would an increase in weight limits change their
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operations? We can’t see if ready mix truck is running fully loaded – though based on
the National Concrete Ready Mix Association annual survey the average load is 9.3 CY.
Based on our evaluation of ready mix trucks for sale in Texas 3-axle trucks typically have
10, 10.5 or 11 CY drums. SHVs invariably have 11 CY drums.
Dr. Prozzi: We were tasked with evaluating the costs, not the benefits. This analysis still
needs to be done. The cost is a unit cost. When you calculate the total number of trips you
can factor this benefit. Dr. Prozzi gave a simple example of how the industry can account
for the truck reduction using the unit costs provided.
Dr. Prozzi – we are investigating a different statistic in project 0-6817, consumption per
unit lb. We will be holding workshop for 0-6817 this afternoon at CTR from 2:00 pm to
around 4:30 PM and would like to invite all of you to attend if your schedule permits.
Mr. Robert Harrison: Larger trucks impact all the transportation modes. For example,
history shows that heavier trucks, because they are more competitive on a ton-mile basis,
impact rail shares on key routes. There is a bigger question about whether or not the state
should allow higher productivity for one mode at the expense of a competitor.
Area I (Rail Industry): You’re talking about a drawn out analysis over time, but this is a
static snapshot analysis. How do you propose they do what you’re asking?
Mr. Robert Harrison: We’re only looking at one mode in the entire transportation system
in this project. TxDOT is concerned about its assets and the marginal impact of allowing
more productive trucks to use its system. However, in response to the reduction in truck
issue, looking historically, whenever the truck weight limits were increased the number
of trucks actually grew in the long term. There have only been two Class 8 GVW
increases in over 50 years, one to 72,000 lb. in the early 1970s and a second to 80,000 lb.
in the early 1980s Rail lost market share in key areas where distance was less than 800
miles. The one important sector is domestic intermodal where rail and trucking
companies have developed a successful joint business strategy.
Blake Calvert: When the legislature asks SLA to comment on a fiscal note we provide the
unit cost. The trip reduction requires a lot of assumption we have not data to make.
Mark McDaniel: You’re all referring to two different types of analyses. We do keep the
reductions in mind in that second type of longer time-span analysis. We studied this issue
(truck reduction) and found that it depends on the industry.
Question 16 Colin Parrish: This analysis assigns a dollar value per mile. The analysis
itself has lots of underlying assumptions. Would it be better if a ratio was presentation to
policymakers instead of a $/mile value? A ratio that takes both costs and benefits into
account?
Dr. Murphy: TxDOT is not even receiving gas tax and registration revenue equivalent to
the consumption of an 80,000 lb GVW truck; so a question we have is should the ratio be
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determined based on the consumption of an 80,000 lb GVW truck even though TxDOT
does not receive this much in revenue, or should it be based on the actual revenue
TxDOT is receiving?
Question 17 Area L: So what this meeting is all about is the permit fee for these trucks?
Dr. Mike Murphy: No, the University does not get involved with making policy - we
advise or answer questions posed by TxDOT Administration and the State Legislature,
we answer questions they ask. On the basis of this information, the Legislature makes
policy decisions considering other factors beside the consumption analysis.
Question 18 Area L: Did it ever occur to you that the benefit to the state that the
legislature places on the heavier truck weights is the difference between the revenue
TxDOT receives and what you are calculating as the consumption rate?
Mike Murphy: That is a very interesting idea and not one we’ve considered before. We
will study this idea in more detail – this a very intuitive idea.
Blake Calvert: We want to work proactively with the trucking industry, Texas
Department of Motor Vehicles and the University to provide you with the same
information TxDOT will have in hand when the legislators begin submitting bills in
November. It is our intent that we work together proactively to identify the most efficient
configurations prior to the beginning of the Session in January to streamline the process.
Question 19 Trucking Industry: When will the final analysis be provided to us?
Response: We will be working on the additional container configurations between now
and the end of the contract (October, 2016) and will work to include other types of trucks
that have been proposed during this workshop (high weight milk tankers, livestock
trailers, grain haulers, mobile cranes).
Blake Calvert: Again our goal is to be ready when bills are filed in November, we will
send the final draft of the library just prior to filing. It is yet to be seen if the contract will
be extended beyond October.
Question 20 James Terrell: The results of your analyses so far seems like adding an axle
doesn’t significantly affect the consumption rate. So, what if we went higher? Just giving
you a heads-up, but the milk industry might be looking to go higher and seeing what that
does. We’d be interested in analyzing 100k. Michigan does it, and we want to look at
them.
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Dr. Murphy: Some states have grandfather laws allowing them to carry more. If you
have specific interest in any truck configuration, please submit it to Blake.
James Terrell: In your analyses, did you see an upper limit of weight on these milk
tankers?
Dr. Murphy: That’s very complex, since it would depend not just on the higher weight,
but also the way it was configured and distributed. But if there’s a certain configuration
industry has in mind, please forward it to Blake.
Question 21 Dr. Murphy asked question about west coast containers and container
corridors. There was one representative (Area AC) interested in container trucks.
Trucking industry: What are the simple differences between the straight truck and the
container?
Dr. Murphy: Laws, since there are laws that categorize ocean containers as non-divisible
loads, thereby giving it different limits. Federal allows each state to enact legislation
about whether or not a container is an indivisible load.
Question 22 Tonia Norman: do we have any data about impacts of these west coast
trucks on their infrastructure?
Dr. Murphy: No, we’d need to look into that.
Tonia Norman: These states chose to do this, so maybe they did it for a reason, we could
see and learn. Industry may want to know which configurations work best for Texas.
Dr. Murphy: the industry has to work with researchers in this. For example, we can spend
time on a container configuration that does not damage the roads and bridge but may be
impossible to maneuver inside the port facilities.
Colin Parrish: I think the market will eventually decide on its own what it wants to do
long term, but is a part of this project you finding some guidance on ideal configurations?
That might help.
Question 23 Area C: Would adding lift axles always reduce consumption rates?
Dr. Murphy: There are many factors, such as if the lift axle is positioned correctly, but
yes, it does have the potential, because of weight spreading.
Area D: Sometimes adding lift axles can make the situation worse.
Dr. Murphy: Correct, depends on the center of gravity and other factors.
Question 24 Area AC: Were there VMT assumptions made during this analysis? Are you
assuming any numbers for the total VMT overall?
Dr. Murphy: We have not been tasked with estimating total VMT.
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Question 25 Area AC: Has the container consumption analysis done for state-wide?
What’s a realistic timeline for the completion of the analysis?
Blake Calvert: The researchers have a lot on their plate, but we imagine sometime in the
next couple of months.
Question 26: James Terrell: Is there a time limitation of the contract that industry should
be aware of?
Blake Calvert: End of October for this contract. Right before the election. It is undecided
whether or not to extend.
The Research Team asked the following questions but got no responses from the
audience:
1) How many overweight containers do you expect to move annually (total and/or by a
annual permit).
2) How many VMT (Vehicle Miles Travelled) do you currently operate in Houston
(short haul) or IH 45/IH 10 (long haul)
3) The National Concrete Ready Mix Association conducts an annual Industry survey
regarding ready mix truck operations which provides a wealth of information to their
members and those involved in truck size & weight analyses. For example they provide
the average mpg for a loaded ready mix truck, the high estimate and the low estimate
mpg. Similar information would be helpful for containers and other truck types under
consideration.
4. Blake Calvert concluding remarks.

Notes may refer to people without names, identified by general seating area, corresponding to the
following diagram.
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